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ABSTRACT
In this thesis we compare various methods for estimating the 
unknown parameters in mixtures of circular and spherical
distributions. We study the von Mises distribution on the circle and 
the Fisher distribution on the sphere.
We propose a new method of estimation based on the
characteristic function and compare it with the classical methods 
based on maximum likelihood and moments. Thus far these 
methods have only been successfully applied to distributions on the 
line. Here we show that the extension to circular and spherical
distributions is reasonably straightforward and convergence to the 
final estimates is fairly rapid. We apply these methods to various 
simulated and real data sets and show that the results obtained for 
the mixture of two von Mises distributions are satisfactory but
generally depend on the sample size and method of estimation used. 
However, results obtained for the mixture of two Fisher 
distributions show that maximum likelihood performs best overall.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Directional data analysis plays an important part in statistics. 
In recent years various techniques have been developed to solve 
the statistical problems which arise in the analysis of directional 
observations.
Directional data analysis is used in a variety of scientific 
subjects, for example, in meteorology to analyse wind directions, in 
geology to interpret palaeomagnetic currents, in astronomy to 
investigate the origins of comets, and in biology to help in the study 
of bird migration and navigation. For further details see 
M ardia(1972), B atschelet(1981) and F isher, Lewis and 
Embleton(I987).
In this thesis we deal with directional data in two and three 
dimensions. For the two dimensional data i.e. observations which 
are distributed on a circle we study the von Mises distribution. For 
the three dimensional data i.e. observations which are distributed 
on a sphere we study the Fisher distribution. These distributions 
have been extensively studied in the literature, see for example the 
books by Mardia(1972), Batschelet(1981), Watson(1983) and Fisher, 
Lewis and Embleton(1987) plus associated papers by various 
authors. For an up to date bibliography see the recent paper by 
Jupp and Mardia(1989).
The general problem of estimating the unknown parameters in 
a mixture of two linear normal distributions is well known and 
dates back to Karl Pearson(1894). Because many of the early
methods involved massive numerical computations which had to be 
done by hand the problem received little attention in the literature. 
However, with the advent of modern computers the problem has 
been extensively studied in recent years and various iterative 
numerical techniques have been proposed. For an extensive 
bibliography and further details see Titterington, Smith and 
M akov(1985).
The analogous problem of estimating the parameters in a 
mixture of two circular or spherical distributions has received little 
attention in the literature. Mixtures of circular distributions were 
discussed by Mardia(1972) and Stephens(1969). They proposed 
methods based on moments and maximum likelihood respectively. 
However, they only considered the particular case of the mixture 
with three unknown parameters i.e. the mixture with equal 
concentrations and modes directly opposite each other. Spurr(1981) 
extended these methods to data which are bimodal on the range 
(0,ic) and applied them to a geological data set. Mixtures of spherical 
distributions have rarely been mentioned in the literature although 
Stephens(1969) and Wood(1982) considered the problem.
In this thesis we consider methods based on (i) maximum 
likelihood (ii) moments and (iii) minimum distance for estimating 
the unknown parameters firstly in the mixture of two circular 
distributions and secondly in the mixture of two spherical 
distributions. We apply these methods to various simulated data 
sets plus the well known Turtle data set cited by Stephens(1969) 
and a spherical data set given by Schmidt(1976). The Turtle data 
set obtained by Gould on the orientations of Turtles after treatment 
has been analysed many times in the literature (see Mardia(1972),
Mardia (1975a) and Stephens(1969) amongst others). We show that 
our methods give comparable results to the earlier analyses. The
Schmidt data set was analysed by Wood(1982) and Schmidt &
McDougall(I977). Again we show our results are in good agreement.
We consider two minimum distance methods ; one based on the 
Cramer-von Mises distance measure and the other based on a 
characteristic function transform measure. Also, we provide two 
approaches to the method of moments ; one based on using five
equations constructed by using the first two sine and cosine 
moments and the derivative of the log likelihood with respect to p 
and the other based on using six equations constructed by using the 
first three sine and cosine moments.
We find that the methods based on the Cramer-von Mises
distance measure and the method of moments based on five
equations are very slow to converge and so were not included in all
of the comparisons in Section (4.1).
The results obtained in chapter 4 for the mixture of two von 
Mises distributions indicate that no single method is always better 
than the others. Sometimes the method of moments based on six 
equations is the best, sometimes minimum distance based on the 
characteristic function is the best and sometimes maximum
likelihood is the best. However, the CPU times taken when using the 
method of moments based on six equations and minimum distance 
based on the characteristic function are similar and considerably 
quicker than for any of the other methods.
For the spherical case we only consider two methods of 
estimation - maximum likelihood and minimum distance based on
the characteristic function. We considered the method of moments 
but found difficulties in constructing the seven equations needed 
and so this method was not pursued.
In fact , optimisation on the sphere is more complicated than on 
the circle. On the sphere the characteristic function measure no 
longer reduces to a simpler form as it does on the circle. 
Consequently, we have to optimise at selected values of the function 
and this may have an effect on the performance of the method.
The results obtained in chapter 7 for the mixture of two Fisher 
distributions show that maximum likelihood generally performs 
better than minimum distance as far as bias and MSE are concerned. 
However, in most cases, the minimum distance method is quickest 
with regard to CPU time.
In chapters 2-4 we study the von Mises distribution and in 
chapters 5-7 we study the Fisher distribution.
Chapter 2 describes the von Mises distribution and also gives a 
method for simulating the distribution. In Sections 2.1 - 2.4 we 
study a single von Mises distribution and in Sections 2.5-2.Ô a 
mixture of two von Mises distributions.
Chapter 3 describes the methods of estimation used while in 
chapter 4 we compare the results for the simulated and real data 
sets.
Chapter 5 describes the Fisher distribution and its simulation. 
In Sections 5.1-5.3 we study a single Fisher distribution and in 
Sections 5.4-5.6 a mixture of two Fisher distributions.
Chapter 6 describes the methods of estimation used and finally 
chapter 7 compares and discusses the results for the simulated and 
real data sets.
CHAPTER 2
SIMULATING CIRCULAR DISTRIBUTIONS
2.1 The von Mises Distribution
A circular random variable 8 is said to have a von Mises 
distribution if its probability density function is given by :
g(0 ; Pq , k) = {2 tc Io( k)}"^ exp {K  cos(0 -  po)) O < 0 ^ 2 7 c , k > O , O < P o < 2 tc
(2 .1)
where pg is the angle of mean direction , k is a parameter of 
concentration and lQ(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first
kind and order zero, i.e.
r=0
The distribution is unimodal and symmetric about 0 = pg ; 
hence , pg is the mode. For a large value of k the distribution is 
tightly clustered about 0 = pg. For k = 0 , (2.1) reduces to the 
uniform distribution. For small values of k (2.1) reduces to the 
following model considered by Beran(1969),
g(0 ; P O , K ) =  {2tc}'M 1 +Kcos(0“ Po) } O<0^2îc (2.3)
6
This is called the Cardioid distribution. Figure (1) shows the 
density (2.1) for pq = 0° and k = 0.5 , 1 , 5 , 10. Figure (2) shows the
density (2.1) for k = 2 , 10 and pg = 0° , 90° , 180°. Other figures are 
given in Mardia(1972).
The distribution (2.1) was introduced by von Mises(1918). 
The von Mises distribution is most frequently used in the analysis 
of directional data and plays a similar role to that of the normal 
distribution in linear statistical analysis. Consequently it is often 
referred to as the Circular Normal Distribution.
Tables of the distribution function are given in Mardia(1972) 
and Gumbel , Greenwood and Durand(1953). For further details of 
the distribution see Gumbel et ai (1953) and Mardia(1972, pp. 57- 
64) and for some practical applications see Gumbel(1954),
Ksi
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Figure (1)
Density of the von Mises distribution for t^Q = 0 and k  = 0.5, 1, 5, 10 .
Figure (2)
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Density of the von Mises distribution for k  =  2  and [Xq = 0, 90, 180.
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Density of the von Mises distribution for k  = 10 and i t g  = 0, 90, 180.
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2 .2  S im ulation o f the von M ises D istribution
We use the algorithm described by Best and Fisher(1979) to 
simulate samples from the von Mises distribution with mean equal 
to zero and k  specified. The steps of the algorithm are as follows :
1. Take uj , U2 and U3 to be pseudo random observations from
U(0,1). New observations uj , U2 and U3 are used each time steps
5-8 or 10 are executed. Methods for generating these pseudo­
random observations are discussed in section 2.3.
2. set X = 1 + ( 1 + 4 ,
3. set p = ( X -  ( 2x ) / 2 k ,
4. set r = ( 1 -f p2 ) / 2p ,
5. set z = c o s ( tc uj) ,
6. set f = ( l + r z ) / ( r  + z ) ,
7. set c = K ( r - f ) ,
8. if c ( 2 - c ) - U2 > 0 go to step 10 .
9. if In ( c / U2 ) + 1 - c < 0 return to step 5 .
10. set 0 = [ sign ( U3 - 0.5 ) ] cos'^( f ) .
To generate samples with a mean p not equal to zero we need 
the following step : -
11. new 0 = 0 + p .
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This algorithm is based on using the wrapped Cauchy
distribution and henceforth will be called the wrapped Cauchy
method. Best and Fisher compared this method with ones 
described by Mardia(1972), Siegerstetter(1974) and one using a 
polynomial envelope. They showed that their method is superior to 
either Siegerstetter's or the polynomial envelope method , in terms 
of timings although the latter is reasonable for small k. They also 
showed that Mardia’s method based on the wrapped normal
distribution is good for the extreme cases as k -> 0 and jc -> oo but 
not for intermediate values of k . Siegerstetter's method also has 
the disadvantage of being costly to use on the computer. Finally 
they showed that the wrapped Cauchy method was simple to 
program and fast for all values of k and consequently can be
considered more efficient than the other methods.
■
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2.3 Random Numbers and Randomness
We have two methods for generating pseudo-random 
observations from U(0,1). The first method is given by subroutine 
[ G05CAF ] of the NAG library and the second method is described 
in a reference called "Guide for Fortran programming". The second 
method depends on setting a value for the argument (seed) which 
is updated automatically. It is recommended that the value of the 
seed be chosen to be a large odd integer.
We initially chose two different values of the seed namely 99 
and 99999. Each value of the seed produces a different set of 
random observations.
Using the two seeds and the NAG subroutine gave three 
different ways of generating random observations from U(0,1). In 
order to choose which method of the three to use , we carried out 
the following procedure:
1. Using each method, we generated a random sample of size 4(X)0.
2. For each sample we did a Runs test for randomness using the 
package MINITAB.
3. The results obtained are as follows :
When using the method from the NAG Library we have : - 
The observed number of Runs = 2031.
The expected number of Runs = 2000.9995 
2001 observations above 0.5 and 1999 below.
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The test is significant at a  = 0.3429 and so we cannot reject
randomness at the 5% level.
When using the second method with seed = 99 we have :
The observed number of Runs = 2000
The expected number of Runs = 2000.0754
1957 observations above 0.5 and 2043 below.
The test is significant at a  = 0.9981 and so we cannot reject
randomness at the 5% level.
When using the second method with seed = 99999 we have :
The observed number of Runs = 2008
The expected number of Runs = 2000.9955
2003 observations above 0.5 and 1997 below.
The test is significant at a  = 0.8247 and so we cannot reject
randomness at the 5% level.
Although none of these results indicated non randomness we 
prefer to use the second method with seed = 99 for generating the 
random observations from U(0,1), since this gave the least
significant result .
■14
2.4 The Chi-squared goodness of fit test for the von Mises 
distribution
We use the Chi-squared goodness of fit test to test whether 
the simulated samples adequately fit a von Mises distribution. In 
order to apply the Chi-squared test we must subdivide the circle 
into a number of arcs i.e. group the data into suitable angular 
intervals. In each arc we count the frequency of sample points and 
calculate the expected frequency from Appendix 2.1 of 
Mardia(1972) or Table E of Batschelet(1981). The fit of the 
distribution is considered to be satisfactory if the observed 
frequencies do not deviate too much from the expected frequencies. 
The angular intervals need not be equally spaced , but the expected 
frequency in each interval must not be too small and preferably at 
least five.
The Chi-squared test statistic is as follows :
k
X —1=1
where k is the number of intervals , Oj the observed 
frequency and Cj the expected frequency in the ith group. This 
statistic is approximately distributed as a % random variable with 
k -1 degrees of freedom.
,.-x'
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We now give some examples of testing the fit of simulated 
data to the von Mises distribution. We test whether the fit is good 
at a significance level of a  = 0.05.
No of 
o b serv a tio n
The value 
of K
No of group 
in te r v a ls
5% critical value; 
tables Conclusion
Example 1 200 0.4 18 12.0774 27.59 accept fit
Example 2 500 0.4 18 21,0.03 27.59
Example I 200 1.0 12 4.75345 19.68
Example ^ 500 1.0 12 11.1378 19.68
Example 5 200 4.0 8 6.94747 14.07
Example i 500 4.0 9 9.29443 15.51
............
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2.5 Mixtures of von Mises Distributions
The probability density function of a mixture of two von 
Mises distributions is given by :
f ( 0 )  = p f i ( 0 )  + ( l - p )  f 2 ( 0 )  O < p < 1 , O < 0 ^ 2 tc
(2.4)
where
fj(0) = [2n Io(Ki))“  ^ exp{Kj cos(0 ~ pp)) i = 1,2, kj > 0 , 0 ^ pj < 27c,
is the von Mises pdf discussed in Section(2.1). p is the mixing
parameter. We refer to (2.4) as the five parameter mixture 
distribution. The special case where Kj = K2 and P 2 = P i + 7C is
referred to as the three parameter mixture distribution.
Model (2.4) was first suggested by Gumbel(1954) in 
connection with various sets of data, however, he did not use the 
model because of the analytic difficulties involved.
Jones and James(1969) used maximum likelihood estimation 
to estimate the unknown parameters in (2.4). They used a 
combination of two numerical methods to obtain the estimates for a 
geological data set.
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Mardia(1972 pp. 128-130) discussed the analytic difficulties 
and obtained estimates of the parameters by using the method of 
moments .
Stephens(1969) also suggested using (2.4) with k j = K2 and 
the two modes 180° apart i.e.
f(0) = {2n Io( k) } '^  [ p exp{ k cos(0-p) } + (1 - p ) exp{ -k cos(0-p) } ]
(2.5)
although, when fitting to data he used the simpler version of (2.5) 
with p = Y i'G.
f(0) = [2n Iq( k)}"^ cosh ( k c o s (0  - p ) )  (2.6)
This method was extended by Spurr(1981) for bimodal data
on the range( 0, tc ).
May(1967) , Stephens(1969) and Mardia(1972) fitted model
(2.5) to the turtle data shown in figure (3). It can be seen from the
histogram that this data is bimodally distributed with the modes 
roughly 180° apart, the two modes being in the intervals (40°, 80°) 
and (200°, 280°), although they are not of equal strength. They
obtained the following best fit values for the parameters :
18
May estimates are : p = 0.803, k  = 3.167, p = 61.5,
Stephens estimates are : p = 0.803, k  = 3.05, p = 63.08 and
Mardia estimates are : p = 0.78, k  = 3.553, p = 61.4 .
In Section (4.2) we fit the general model (2.4) to this data set 
and discuss the results.
19
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Figure (3)
Histogram plot for the Turtle data cited by Stephens (1969).
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2.6 Simulation of Mixtures of von Mises Distributions
To simulate random samples of size n from a mixture of von 
Mises distributions we do the following : -
1. We simulate n observations from each of g(6 ; , %%) and
g(0 ; P2 , K2> using the previous algorithm of Best & Fisher(1979).
2. We choose the required value of the mixing parameter , p.
3. We generate n random numbers from U(0,1) , say , u l, u2,
 ,un.
4. Finally we create a sample of n observations from the specified 
mixture distribution by applying the following procedure : -
(i) If u l < p then the first observation from the simulated ----
g(0 ; Pi , Kj) will be taken into the mixture and if ul > p then the first 1
observation from the simulated g(0 ; P2 , K2> will be taken into the
m ixture.
(ii) We repeat this process using the remaining random numbers u2
, u3 , ...... , un to obtain the required sample from the mixture
distribution.
Figures (4) - (9) illustrate the mixture of two von Mises 
densities for the six examples discussed in Section (4). Also, the 
figures show the underlying components p fj and (1 - p) f2*
From figures (4) - (7) we see that when the underlying 
components are well separated the mixture density has two 
obvious peaks. These two peaks show clearly the two mean
21
directions i.e. p j and P2- However, figure (8) clearly shows one peak
and a bump where the other peak should be. This happens because
the two separate mean directions are very close together although
the concentrations are different. Figure (9) clearly shows only one
peak because here the two mean directions are very close together 
and the concentration parameters k j and K2 are small and almost
equal.
1 . 0  r
0.8 .
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 36C
Figure (4)
The mixture density is displayed using the solid curve, and the 
underlying components p f \  and (1 - p ) f2 displayed using
dotted and dash curves, respectively.
The true values are p = 0.35 , Kj = 3.5 , K2 = 6.0, p j = 100.0 , P2 = 320.0 .
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Figure (5)
The mixture density is displayed using the solid curve, and the 
underlying components p fj and (1 - p ) f2 are displayed using
dotted and dash curves, respectively.
The true values are p = 0,70 , kj = 7.5 , = 1.5, = 120.0 , P2 = 340.0 .
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1.0
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0.4
0.2
0.0 JdL 330 60 90 120 ISO 180 210 240 270 300 330 3600
Figure (6)
The mixture density is displayed using the solid curve, and the 
underlying components p fj and (1 - p ) f2 are displayed using
dotted and dash curves, respectively.
The true values are p = 0.10 , Kj = 5.0 , K2 = 2.5, = 75.0 , P2 = 210.0 .
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0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360:
Figure (7)
The mixture density is displayed using the solid curve, and the 
underlying components p fj and (1 - p ) f2 are displayed using
dotted and dash curves, respectively.
The true values are p = 0.20 , Kj = 2.0 , %2 = 3.0, p j = 100.0 , P2 = 230.0 .
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30 60 900 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360
Figure (8)
The mixture density is displayed using the solid curve, and the 
underlying components p f \  and (1 - p ) f2 are displayed using
dotted and dash curves, respectively.
The true values are p = 0.65 , Kj = 6.5 , K2 = 2.5, p j = 50.0 , P2 = 120.0 .
Î.O
0.8
0 .6  -
0.4
0,2
0.0
27
30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 360
Figure (9)
The mixture density is displayed using the solid curve, and the 
underlying components p fj and (1 - p ) are displayed using
dotted and dash curves, respectively.
The true values are p = 0.55 , kj = 1.0 , K2 = 1.5, = 60.0 , P2 = 120.0 .
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CHAPTERS
METHODS OF ESTIMATION
3.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
In this section we introduce the maximum likelihood method 
for estimating the parameters of statistical distributions.
Let xj , X2 , ......... x^ be independent observations from a
density say , f( x ; a  ) , where a  is the parameter vector we wish to 
estimate. The likelihood function is defined by
L( a ) =  n  f(xj ; a )  . (3.1)
j= l ^
It measures the relative likelihood that different a  will have given 
rise to the observed x 's .
The maximum likelihood method finds the particular a  say, a  q 
which maximizes L , i.e the a  q such that the observed x s are 
more likely to have come from f(x ; a  q) than f(x ; a )  for any other 
value of a.
It is usually more convenient in practice to maximize
n
X(a) = L ogg L (a)=  J ^ L o g e f ( x j  ; a )  (3.2)
j= l
rather than maximizing L( a  ).
29
For many parameter estimation problems one can tackle this 
maximization in the traditional way of differentiating X(a) with 
respect to the components of a  and equating the derivatives to zero 
to give the normal equations
dX
3 ^ = 0  (3 3 )
These are then solved for the a j  and the second order derivatives 
are examined to verify that it is indeed a maximum which has been 
achieved and not some other stationary point.
For simple parametric models the maximum likelihood 
approach is very popular , partly because of the existence of 
attractive asymptotic theory , and partly because the estimates are 
often easy to compute.
For mixture distributions , however , the normal equations are 
not usually explicitly solvable and so iterative techniques have to 
be adopted.
The problem of obtaining the maximum likelihood estimates of 
the unknown parameters in the mixture of two linear normal 
distributions has been extensively studied in the literature by , 
amongst others , Hasselblad(1966) , Day(1969) , Wolfe(1970) , 
Hosmer(1973) and Fowlkes(1979). For further details see 
Titterington et al (1985).
Because of the nonlinear nature of the first partial derivatives 
of the log-likelihood function the maximum likelihood estimates 
cannot be obtained analytically. Consequently various iterative 
techniques have been proposed ( see for example Hasselblad(1966)
30
and Dempster, Laird and Rubin(1977) - the EM algorithm ). The EM 
(Expectation - Maximization) algorithm given by Dempster , Laird 
and Rubin(1977) has become very popular recently and has been 
applied to many problems in statistics. Its main drawback is the 
slowness of convergence ( see Everitt & Hand 1981 ) but this is 
compensated for by its simplicity and other properties. For further 
discussion and more details see Titterington et al (1985).
Unfortunately , whenever the two variance terms cannot be 
assumed equal , iterative numerical techniques may break down in 
practice ( see Quandt and Ramsey(1978) ).
For the mixture of two von Mises distributions the likelihood 
function is also unbounded and so iterative techniques are again 
necessary. Jones and James(1969) used a procedure formed from a 
combination of the gradient method and Newton - Raphson method. 
We use a modified Newton algorithm which is available as 
subroutine (E04JAF) of the NAG library.
Using this subroutine we sometimes have an overflow problem. 
If Kj or K2 become very large ( greater than 80 ) then the Bessel
function Ig will cause an overflow . This tends to happen with small
samples, when the mixing parameter p is very small and also when 
the concentration parameters k j and K2 are small and almost equal .
Putting bounds on k j and %2 solves the problem but in practice one
of them reaches the limit. Another way of getting round this 
problem is discussed later (see pages 49-51).
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3.2 MOMENT ESTIMATION
Karl Pearson(1894) first used the method of moments to 
estimate the parameters in a mixture of two linear normal 
distributions. However , there are two major problems to overcome 
when the method of moments is applied to the mixture of two 
linear normal distributions. Firstly, we need to solve a high order 
polynomial equation and secondly , multiple solutions may exist. 
For an extensive bibliography and further details see Titterington 
et al (1985) and Everitt and Hand(1981).
We can adapt the method for the mixture of two von Mises
distributions and make use of the sine and cosine moments .
However , as noted by Mardia(1972) , there is the problem of
selecting an appropriate set of trigonometric moments to estimate
the five unknown parameters. When the first two sine and cosine
moments are used there is no symmetrical way of constructing the 
fifth equation. For the special case when k j = K2 and m^2 M^l + ^ i.e.
the three parameter case, Mardia(1972 pp. 128 - 129) described a 
way of obtaining estimates of the parameters using the method of 
moments. Spurr(1981) extended this method for data which are 
bimodal on the range (0 , k) .
We obtain four equations by taking the first two sine and 
cosine moments but choice of the fifth equation is arbitrary. For our 
method we based the fifth equation on the derivative of the log 
likelihood with respect to the parameter p.
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P
The five moment equations are then 
—  cos(t m ) + (1 - p ) —  cos(t H2) = - ^ c o s ( t  0i)
(3.4)
P m ) + (1 - P > i3 0 ^  ünO P2) = n  ®i) ’
for t =1,2,
and
{2 ^ l0 (K ^ )} '^ cx p{ K |C os(ep P |)) - {27clo(K2)}'^exp{K2COs(9|"P2) 1y
Jbmm4 P{2tcIo(kj)} ^exp{KjCOs(0j-Pi)} + (l-p){27cIo(K2)}'^exp{K2COs(0i-p2)}
=  0  (3.5)
These equations were solved using a standard NAG minimisation 
subroutine. However , convergence to the final estimates using (3.4) 
and (3.5) can be very slow because equation (3.5) has to be 
calculated at each iteration. Also , the iterative procedure 
sometimes stops before convergence to the final estimates is 
achieved. The procedure can be restarted by using the last 
estimates given before stopping as the initial estimates in a new 
optimisation. This can be repeated until final convergence is 
attained.
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Another method which is considerably quicker with regard to 
CPU time can be obtained by using the first three sine and cosine 
moments i.e. the six equations obtained from (3.4) with t = 1, 2, 3. 
This approach eliminates the lack of symmetry in the choice of the 
fifth equation and these equations can easily be solved using a 
standard NAG minimisation subroutine.
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3.3 MINIMUM DISTANCE ESTIMATION
Minimum distance estimation was first introduced by 
Wolfowitz(1957) and the methods are usually based on distribution 
functions or transforms of the distribution function. Although less 
efficient than maximum likelihood when the assumed model is 
correct this method of estimation is more robust against heavy - 
tailed departures from the model ( see Woodward et al (1984) ). 
Also , Parr and Schucany(1980) showed that minimum distance 
techniques can provide robust estimators of the location parameter 
of a symmetric distribution.
The methods proposed so far in the literature fall into two 
main categories :
(i) measures based on the distance between the empirical and 
theoretical distribution functions ;
(ii) measures based on the distance between some transforms of 
the empirical and theoretical distribution functions.
As examples of (i) , Choi and Bulgren(1968) , MacDonald(1971) 
minimised the sum of squared distances between the empirical and 
theoretical distribution functions. Also , Woodward et al (1984) 
used a measure based on the Cramer-von Mises type distance 
between the empirical and theoretical distributions. They compared 
this method with maximum likelihood in a simulation study of a 
mixture of two normal components with all five parameters 
unknown. They were most interested in the estimation of the 
mixing parameter p. Their results showed that maximum likelihood 
was superior to their method when the assumed model was indeed
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normal but minimum distance gave better estimates under 
symmetric departures from normality.
Under (ii) , Quandt and Ramsey(1978) used a measure based 
on the squared distance between the empirical and theoretical 
moment generating functions. Heathcote(1977) introduced a 
measure based on the integrated squared error between the 
empirical and theoretical characteristic functions. For further 
details see Titterington et al (1985).
Methods of estimation based on the characteristic function are 
particularly useful for the mixture of two von Mises distributions 
since the characteristic function can be obtained in an analytic form 
and is always bounded. We also use a Cramer-von Mises type 
measure for comparative purposes but find that this is much slower 
and does not give estimates which are substantially better.
We now describe the two methods used beginning with the 
method based on the Cramer-von Mises measure.
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(i) The Cramer-von Mises measure
This measure minimises 
n
(3.6)
i=l
w here
8i
F(8i) = p J {2tcIo(ki)}’  ^ exp{Kicos(x - p^)) dx 
0
(3.7)
8i+ (1 - P) J {27cIo(x2))”  ^ exp{K2Cos(x - P2))
0
and 0j[ is the ith order statistic of the sample. Calculation of F(0j) is 
slow and considerably increases CPU time.
For the mixture of two linear normals Woodward et al (1984) 
obtained starting values by using an ad hoc quasi - clustering 
technique. In our case starting values are obtained using the 
procedure described in chapter 4 ,
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(ii) The characteristic function measure
The use of the characteristic function as the particular 
form of the transform has been discussed by , among others , 
Paulson , Holcomb , and Leitch(1975) , Bryant and Paulson(1979) , 
Feuerverger and McDunnough(1981) and Heathcote(1977). Since 
the characteristic function is always bounded and can be expressed 
in a closed form , we introduce a method based on the characteristic 
function for estimating the unknown parameters in a mixture of 
two von Mises distributions.
The characteristic function measure minimises
X I |2l® n(t) - ® (t) It= l
w here (3 .8)
1 ^^ n (0 = ÎT 2 ,^xp(it8j)
j= l
is the empirical characteristic function ( ecf) of the sample Gj ,02  , 
   0JJ , and 0 (t) is the characteristic function of the model.
To find the characteristic function of (2.4) we must evaluate 
0 (t)  = E( e^ ^^  ) = E ( cos 0t + i sin 0t )
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Now
2 k
E( cos 0t ) = Jcos(0t) f(0) d0
0
2jc
= p {27C Jcos(0t) CXp{KjCOS(0 - \Li)] d0
0
2 kJ+ (1 -p) {2tc Io(k2 )}"  ^ Jcos(0t) exp{K2 COs( 0  - P2 )}
If we put z = 0 -  pj , dz = d0 we get
2 k  2 k
j^cos(0t) e x p { K j c o s ( 0 - p i ) }  d 0  =  f c o s { ( z + p j ) t }  e x p ( K j c o s  z )  d z  
0 0
27t
= J(cos z t  COS P | t  - sin z t  sin p j t )  e x p ( K | C O s  z )  d z  
0
231
=  COS pjt Jcos (zt) exp(Kjcos z ) )  d z  
0
2 k
0
= 23C COS (pjt) Ij(Kj) .
- sin p jt  Jsin zt exp(K icos z) dz
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2îïj 
0
Since Jcos (zt) exp(Kjcosz) dz = 2n Ij(K][) and
Jsin  zt exp(KiCos z) dz = 0 , for t = 1,2,.
2ic
J0
( see Mardia (1972, p .62 ) ) .
The function I^(k) is the modified Bessel function of the first 
kind and of order t .
Therefore
Ij(k2>E( COS et ) = p cos(t + (1 - P ) cos(t P2>
Similarly we have
2tc
E( sin 0t ) = Jsin(0t) f(0) d0 
0
23C
= p {2tcIo(kj)}‘^J*sin(0t) exp{Kicos(0 - p^)} d0
23C
+ (1 -p ) {2ic Io(k2)) '^  J*sin(0t) exp{K2 COs( 0  - P2 )} d0
w ith
2 n 2n
f s i n ( 0 t)  c x p { K i c o s ( 0 - p i ) )  d 0  =  f s i n { ( z + p j ) t )  e x p ( x ^ c o s  z )  d z  
0 0
271= J(sin z t  c o s  p j t  +  c o s  z t  sin p j t )  e x p ( K ] ^ c o s  z )  d z
0
27t
=  COS p j t  Jsin z t  e x p ( K j c o s  z )  d z
0
2tc
+  sin p j t  Jcos z t  exp(Kjcos z )  d z
0
2% s in p^t  I j ( k i )
Therefore
I ( k 2)E( sin 0 t)  = p sin(t p^) + (1 - P )  sin(t P2)
Hence the characteristic function of (2.4) is given by
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' %
I
0 (t)  = p { cos(t P j )  +  i sin(t pj)} lO(Ki)
+ (1 - p )  { c o s (t  P2) +  i  sin (t P2>} V ^ 2)I0(k2> (3.9)
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Paulson , Holcomb & Leitch(1975) developed a numerical 
method for estimating the parameters of the stable law by 
minimizing the integral
2 -t2( t ) - 0 ( t ) |  e " dt (3.10)
They found that this estimation procedure worked well for some 
parameter values but failed to give reasonable results for other 
parameter values.
This method was generalised by Heathcote(1977). He
introduced a measure based on the integrated squared error
between the empirical and theoretical characteristic functions for
estimating the parameters in a mixture of two -linear normal
distributions. Heathcote investigated the properties of the statistic 
0 jj which minimizes
In(®)= J l l> n ( t ) - « * ( t , 0 ) l ^ d G ( t )  (3 .11)
-oo
where O (t,0) is the theoretical characteristic function and G(t) is a 
nondecreasing weight function whose total variation can be taken 
as unity. The choice of weight function G(t) is very important with 
regard to the efficiency of the estimator and convergence of the 
method.
Heathcote discussed the choice of weight function for 
convergence and pointed out that the optimum weight function will 
generally depend on the distribution function. For example if 0 is
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the variance of a normal distribution centred at the origin , then 
reasonable efficiency is achieved if the weight function assigns 
most weight to an interval about the origin. There may also be 
circumstances where it is preferable to minimize
|2
Æ  l* n
at one , or only a few values of t rather than using a weight
function distributed over the real line. He compared the integrated
squared error estimate with the maximum likelihood estimate
based on random samples of size n from a N(O,0) distribution using
.2the weight function G(t) = e .H e  found that maximum likelihood 
gave better results when the sample size was 25. When the sample 
sizes were 50 and 100 the results obtained from both methods 
were very similar. He also used the same weight function in the 
calculation of the integrated squared error estimate for the example 
of Cox & Hinkley(1974 , p . 291) for which the density is given by
For this example Heathcote found that the maximum likelihood 
estimator was inconsistent but the integrated squared error 
estimator was consistent.
For circular distributions , the characteristic function 0 ( t)  is 
only defined for integer values of t (see Mardi a 1972) and 
consequently estimation using this measure is often more tractable 
than in the mixture of two linear normals.
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Heathcote’s method depends on the choice of t and weight 
function G(t) while this is less important for our method.
In order to minimise (3.8) we note that (3.9) involves Bessel 
functions of order t and these decay as t increases (see Kent 1977). 
Consequently we may not need to include too many terms in the 
summation for convergence to be achieved.
Equation (3.8) was minimised when the number of terms in 
the summation was taken as 2 , 5 , 8 and 10 respectively. The 
convergence when using 5 , 8 and 10 terms was satisfactory 
although CPU time increases as the number of terms increases. 
When only two terms are taken in the summation we find that the 
convergence is unstable , in other words when we use different 
initial values to start the minimisation procedure we get different 
final results. Hence we shall only consider using 5 , 8 and 10 terms 
in the summation.
For our method , convergence is achieved without using a 
weight function although we did use some weight functions to see 
what effect they had. Altogether we tried 5 different weight 
functions exp(-t^) ,exp(-t) ,t'^ , t"  ^ chosen arbitrarily and exp(-t^) 
used by Paulson , Holcomb, and Leitch(1975) and Heathcote(1977). 
We found that the only weight function which improved the 
convergence when using 5 , 8 and 10 terms in the summation was 
t *. When the weight functions exp(-t^), exp(-t^), exp(-t) and t’ ^ 
were used with 5 , 8 and 10 terms we found that the convergence 
was unstable.
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An alternative expression for (3.8) can be obtained by 
substituting (3.9) into (3.8) , expanding the square , and making use 
of the von Neumann addition formula which is given by
Io{( Ki^ +  K;Z +  2kjK2 c o s  e = Io(Ki) Iq(K2)
+ 2^Ij(K j)Ij(K 2)coset (3.12) 
t= l
This leads to
I i2 I 1|4>n(t) - 0 (t) I = I “ ^ ex p (ite j)  - p { cos(t p j)  + i sin(t pj)}
j= l
I/K 2) |2(1 - p ) { cos(t P2> + i sin(t P2>} , I
I r 1 ^  r I^^l) 1/^2) n= IL -  ^ c o s ( te j)  - { p cos(t + (1 - P ) cosCt P2) }]
. r l  ^  f (^(*^ 1) n  |2
+ 1 1  - { P S‘“(‘ '  P ) P2) }] I
r 1 ^  f ^((^2) n 2= L n 2 (^os(t8j) - {p cos(t a  P) cos(t ^2) î ^  ) ]
+ g  - { P &W P l % [ )  + (1 - p ) s m ( t H 2) ^ g ^ } ]
■
2 2 = [ C - ( a i + a 2 ) ]  + [ S - ( a, + ) ]
w here
n
- 1 ^C = -  ^ c o s (t0j) . ai = p cos(t ,
- 1 ^a2 = (1 - p ) cos(t P2) . S = -  ^ s in ( t6j)
j= l
. , Ij(k2)aj = p sin(t and a^  = (1 - p ) sin(t P2>
Hence lo„(t) - 0 (t) | = C 2C ( a^ +a^  ) + ( a^+a  ^)^  + S ^
- 2 S ( a^+a^) + ( a;+a^ Ÿ  
“ C ^ +  S  ^ - 2 ( C  (a^+a^) + S (a^+a^) ) + (aj+a2)^ + (a^+a^)^
Now (aj+aj)^ = a^  ^+ a^^ + 2 a^a^ = p2 cos2(t P i) [ ~ ^ ] ^
.  1 rV * 2) i 2+ (1 - p )2 cos2(t P2>
It(Ki) I.(K2)
+ 2 p (1 - p)cos(t Pi)cos(t P2)ro (-) ïo (K 2)
45  ;
£1___Î.Ü.- i'-:» • •■: ' ' ... . - .-W^<
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(83+84)^ = 8)^ + 84  ^ + 203 34 =
+ (1 - p )2 sin2(t p2) [ ^ f  
L (ki) L(K2>
+ 2 p ( l - p ) s i n ( t p i ) s i n ( t p 2) ï 3^ i ^
Therefore
( 31+ 32)2  +  ( 3 3 + 3 4 ) 2  =  p 2  [ ^ ] \  ( 1  -  p  ) 2  
I,(Ki) I (K2) 
+ 2 p ( l - p ) c o s t ( m - p 2 )  io(Ki)Io(K2)
consider now 
C (a^+&2) —
1 ^  f-  ^ c o s ( te j)  (p  cos(t (1 - P ) cos(t P 2 ) ^ ^
j= l
S(ag+a^) =
-  X « n (te j)  { P sin(t m ) ^ ^ +  (1 - P ) Sin(t P2> }
I.(Kl) 1 ^Then C(aj+aj) + S (33+34) = p . - ^ c o s  t(0 j - p j )
j= l
I((K2) 1 A
+ - P ) ^  n t ( e j - P 2)
C^ + S ^ = { ^  ^ co s(te j)  } ^  + { ^  ^ s in ( te j)  } Rj say .
j = l  j = l
Collecting these together we have
oo
^ I C  - (a i + a j )  + i ( S - (a j + a^)) P  
t= l
eo
S
J  2p " V  T
t= l
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X  p> X " * ’* ' ( ^ 1 -  ^ 2 ) ^  ' ê èt=i  t=i
Using (3.12) we then have
oo
% y K i ) y K 2 )  COS t(P i - P2) = 
t = l
J  % ( (  + «2^ + 2kjK2 cos (Hi - P2> - JIqCki) lo ( f2 )
. . . . . .
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Therefore
Z . “ ’ k wt=l
r Io((Ki2 + K2  ^ + 2kiK2 cos(m - P2))^^^} 
P ( l - P>  L lo(Ki) Iq(k2) - I J
and
X ' - ^ 0 '^ ""2'  + «2  ^+ 2x22)1/2 } . i  ( I0(X2) }2]Io(K2)-‘ [I0(k2)]2 2t= l
( von Neumann formula with = |i2 ) »
oo
Also ^  ® = Io(z) + 2 ^  Ijj,(z) cos (me)
m =l
( see Abramowitz & Stegun p . 376 )
Therefore
ooXT' 1 12 _,It(^) cos t(6j - P i )  = j  exp(z cos(6j - pj)) - J Iq /^ )  
t = l
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W hence
^ | o „ ( t )  - 0 ( t)  P=  ^  - n i ^ K i ) S ® ’‘P f ’' I  cos(ej - P i ) }
(1-p)
J=1
^ (l-p)2 Io(2 k2>  ^ + «2^ + 2 k iK2 cos(pi-p2)) l /^)  ^
2 w g ?  ' « - " - I ----------------w i ^ ) w « 2)-------------------'
+ 2 (3.13)
The first and last terms on the right hand side of (3.13) do 
not depend on the parameters to be estimated and so can be 
omitted from the optimisation routine. All the Bessel functions have 
been reduced to order zero and no longer depend on t. Hence we no 
longer have an infinite sum in t to contend with.
We use a standard subroutine (S18AEF) of the NAG library to 
calculate the Bessel function Iq. There is an overflow problem with
the Bessel function when the argument is greater than 80 and this 
is caused by either k j or K2 becoming very large in the iterative
optimisation procedure. Setting upper bounds for the k ’s prevents
an overflow but in practice one of the k 's reaches the limit. This can
happen for any initial values . One way round this difficulty is to 
use the following large k approximation to Iq
exp(Kj) 1
( 1 + ^ )  1 = 1 * 2  (3.14)
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This gives
iQ(2Ki) 1 1 2, x ;
i w F  . 1 . j _ , 2
1 8kj 1
2 ( 3 . 15)
Io((Kl^+ + 2kiK2 cos(pi - P2»^^^)
Io (k i)Io (k2)
using (3,14) we have the following .
If S = {kj^2+ K2  ^ + 2kjK2 cos(pj[ - ^ 2)) is big then either kj and K2
are big and so
Io(S) exp(S-Ki-K2)(2juKi)l/^(2jtK2)l/^{l )
Io(>'l) lo(K2) (2x S )1/2 { 1 + ^ ) ( 1  + ^ )
or Kj is big and K2 is small and so
%o(S) e x p (S -K i)(2 n x i) l /^ { l  + ^ }  j
io (^ l) 0^(^2) (2jcS)^^^{l + } 0^(^2)8k^
[The term 19(^2) can then be calculated by using the NAG Library 
subroutine .]
or «2 is big and k j is small and so
Io(S) exp(S-X 2)(2xK 2)l/^{l + ^ )  j
io (^ l) 0^(^2) (2jcS)^^^{1 + —-—) io(^l)8k2
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In which case Io(>^l) can be calculated by using the NAG Library 
subroutine.
Finally we can write 
n
j^ X e x p { K iC o s ( 0 . - Pi)) =
j ~ l
> exp[-Ki{l-cos(0 . - P i)} ]------- ;-----
for large K| ( i = 1, 2 ) .
Using this approximation for Iq improves the convergence but
it does not work for all samples and so we still have samples where 
one of the k's reaches the upper limit. This seriously affects the bias 
and MSE calculations. For further discussion and detailed results of 
simulations see Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In this chapter we demonstrate our results with two kinds 
of data ;
( 1 ) Simulated data.
( 2 ) Real data introduced in Section(4.2).
The minimisation subroutines require initial values i.e. 
starting values for the five parameters Pi , P2 » ^1 » ^2 P-
Mardia(1972) gave an explicit method for estimating the 
parameters p , k and p for the three parameter model (2,5). Our
starting value procedure uses this method to obtain estimates of p , 
Ki and p j .  We then set K2 = k j and P2 = P i + w to obtain starting
values for K2 and P2-
The procedure is as follows
(1) estimate p i from the equation
n n
tan(2pi)-= ^ s in ( 2 e i )  /  ^cos(20 j|) (4.1)
i= l i= l
where Gj ,6 2  » ........» the observed angles ;
(2) estimate ki from the equation
= n t ( X ‘=®s(20i))^ + (X s in (2 0 i))^ ]  = R j (4.2)
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(3) p can then be estimated from the equation
1 ^ 1 n(2p - 1) A ( k i ) = c o s  ( P i ) -  X c o s ( e i )  +  sin ( P i ) ~  ^ s i n ( e j )
i = l  i = l
(4.3)
Il(K l)where A {k i)  = —  . Values of A ( k j ) are tabulated in Appendix
2.2 of Mardia(1972) and also in Table 3 of Spurr(1981). For large Kj
1 ^1 ^1^  we have A(x^) = 1 -  , and for small k j  , A ( k j ) =  y  - yg* (see
Appendix 1 of Mardia(1972)).
Equation (4.2) is difficult to invert for although selected 
values are given in Table 3 of Spurr(1981). However, since 
l2(^l) , A (k i)_  -  _ 1 - 2 { -------  } then we can make use of the aboveIqVKj ; Kj
approximations to A ( k j ) ,
For large kj equation (4.2) becomes
I.e.
2Kj 5   . (4.4)
( 1 - &2 )
For small kj equation (4.2) becomes
1^ 2
5 4
I.e.
Kl = ( 8 R2 )1/^ . (4.5)
We suggest using approximation (4.4) for values of R2 > 0.5 
and approximation (4.5) for R2 < 0.5.
These approximations are not very accurate for R2 near 0.5
but since we are only interested in obtaining starting values for an 
iterative procedure this does not matter too much.
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4.1 The Simulated data:
We have two ways of comparing the results for the 
different methods of estimation discussed earlier.
(i) The first way is to compare the results for single samples of
different sizes i.e. n = 50,100 and 200. The reason for doing this is ,
firstly, to see how close the estimates of the unknown parameters 
get to the true values and, secondly, to see how much CPU time is 
taken. However, because of sampling variations we would need to 
look at many samples to get an overall view of the relative 
performances of the various methods.
(ii) The second way is to generate many samples of the same size
and compare the bias and MSE for the different methods. This way
will give us a better overall idea of the relative merits of the 
different methods.
We represent maximum likelihood estimation by MLE, 
moment estimation using five equations by M M El, moment 
estimation using six equations by MME2, minimum distance 
estimation based on the Cramer-von Mises measure by MDEl and 
minimum distance estimation based on the simplified characteristic 
function measure (3.13) by MDE2, Minimum distance estimation 
when using 5, 8 and 10 terms in the summation (3.8) without a 
weight function will be denoted by sum5, sum8 and sum 10 and 
with a weight function by sum5W, sum8W and sumlOW.
Firstly then, for single samples, we compare the results 
obtained using the various methods with regard to CPU time and 
agreement to the true values.
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Tables 1 - 6 display the results for the six simulated data sets 
which we shall use throughout this section. These are :
Example 1: p=  0.35,ki = 3.5,K2 = 6.0, 100, P2= 320
Example 2: p = 0.70,kj = 7.5,K2 = 1.5, 120, p2= 340
Example 3: p = 0.10,ki = 5.0,K2 = 2.5, 75, p2= ^10
Example 4: p = 0.20,K^ = 2.0,K2 = 3.0, p^= 100, P2= ^30 
Example 5: p = 0.65,Ki = 6.5, %2 = 2.5, p%= 50, P2= 120
Example 6: p = 0.55,kj = 1.0, K2 = 1.5, p^= 60, P2~ 120.
These simulations were generated using the method described 
in Section(2,6).
Each method of estimation discussed in Chapter 3 was 
implemented for the above mixtures.
We compared the final results obtained firstly when the true 
values were used as initial values and secondly when the initial 
values were obtained from the procedure described at the 
beginning of this chapter.
In practice, of course, we will never know the true values but
the purpose here is to show that the final results do not depend on
the initial values used.
A AIf either | p(Tru) - p(ini) 1 < 0.01
(4.6)
A Aor I p(Tru) - 1 + p(lni) 1 < 0.01
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w here
A
p(Tru) is the estimate of p when the true values are used as
Ainitial values ,p(ini) is the estimate of p when the initial values are 
obtained from (4.1) - (4.3), then we consider the two results to be 
in good agreement.
We need both conditions in (4.6) since sometimes p and (1-p) 
are interchanged in the final results with consequent changes to the 
other parameters.
Generally, the estimates of p j  and P 2 are close to the true
values (see tables 1,2,3,5) although there is some variability 
between the different methods of estimation. In table 4 some of the 
methods give values of p j which are very different from the true
values although they get closer as j i  increases. We have problems 
with example 6 (see table 6) since most of the parameter estimates 
are not close to the true values. This is to be expected since the 
mean directions are close together, the concentration parameters 
are almost equal and small and as shown in figure (9) the 
distribution is unimodal.
The estimates of k \  and are very variable, often one of 
them will be reasonably close to the true value but the other will 
generally be much bigger. Usually they get closer as the sample size 
increases but not always. There are big differences between the
different methods here with no one method consistently estimating 
Kj and K2 better than the others.
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The estimates of p also vary considerably from method to 
method. Again, as n increases the estimates generally get closer to 
the true values. As we might expect the estimates of p are better 
when the concentrations are large and the modes are separated.
From these tables, it does not seem that one method produces 
consistently better results than any of the others. However, in most 
cases the CPU time taken when using MME2 and sum5W are similar 
and these methods are the fastest over all. Also, MMEl and MDEl 
take a large amount of CPU time and do not give substantially 
better estimates than the other methods. Consequently we decided 
not to include them in the bias and MSE comparisons.
Increasing the sample size usually improves the accuracy. 
Also, the use of the weight function does not consistently improve 
the results.
Secondly, we consider some comparative measures based on 
sets of samples namely the bias and MSE. We simulated 50 and 200 
samples of size 50 , 100, 200 for each of the six examples given 
earlier.
In order to compare the different methods of estimation 
discussed earlier the bias and MSE for each parameter were 
calculated for each set of samples. Samples which did not satisfy 
condition (4,6) were noted but excluded from the bias and MSE 
calculations. Samples where one of the k's reached the upper limit 
were also excluded.
For each of the six examples we have 6 sets of results i.e. 50 
and 200 samples of sizes 50, 100 and 200.
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Each of the six sets of results is described by a single table 
which compares sum5, sum8 and sumlO with sum5W, sumSW and 
sum lo w  to find out which seems to be the best. Also included are 
the results for MME2, MDE2 and MLE for comparison with this best 
method.
Each table gives the bias and MSE for each of the parameters 
and indicates the number of samples satisfying condition (4.6), C l, 
and the number of samples which converge but do not satisfy 
condition (4.6), 02. The number of samples where one of the k ' s  
reaches the upper limit is denoted by 03.
It is clear from tables 7-12 of example 1 and tables 13-18 of 
example 2 that the use of the weight function reduces the bias and 
MSE for all the parameters. In addition the number satisfying
condition (4.6) is increased. There is little difference between
sumSW and sumlOW as far as bias and MSE are concerned but 
sum5W generally does better in this respect. All the samples 
converged when sum5W , sumSW and sumlOW were used but 
condition (4.6) was not always satisfied. However, there is only one 
case where this condition is not satisfied by sum5W. Also, the 
average CPU time taken when using sum5W is less than that when 
using either sumSW or sumlOW. Consequently we choose sum5W 
as our best method. In other words we need take no more than 5 
terms in the summation to ensure convergence and the smallest 
bias and MSE.
The tables also show that in most cases there is little to choose 
between MLE, MME2 and sum5W although MDE2 does not perform 
as well. MLE is slightly better than MME2 and sum5W in most
6 0
cases but is much better than MDE2. MLE always converged but did 
not always satisfy condition (4.6) . Also, the average CPU time 
taken when using MLE is greater than that when using either 
sum5W or MME2 but is similar to that when using MDE2. Thus if 
reduced CPU time is our main criterion we may prefer to use MME2 
or sumSW.
Tables 19-24 give the results for example 3. These tables 
show that using the weight function does not always reduce the bias 
or the MSE for both sum8 and sumlO but most of the bias and MSE 
are reduced for sum5. In addition the number of samples satisfying 
condition (4.6) is increased when the weight function is used. In 
most cases sum5W performs better than sum8W and sumlOW with 
regard to bias and MSE. The number of samples which satisfy 
condition (4.6) when using sumSW is always greater than that when 
using sumlOW and, apart from one case ( table 20 ), is always 
greater than or equal to that when using sum8W. Also, the average 
CPU time taken when using sumSW is less than that when using 
either sum8W or sumlOW. Consequently we again choose sumSW 
as our best method. The tables also show that MLE performs better 
than MME2 , sum5W and MDE2 in almost all cases. MLE always 
converged but did not always satisfy condition (4.6). Also , MLE 
gave a greater number of samples satisfying condition (4.6) than 
MME2 , MDE2 for all cases but in some cases sumSW did better. 
However , the average CPU time taken when using MLE is greater 
than that taken when using either sumSW or MME2 but is similar to 
that taken when using MDE2.
Tables 25-30 give the results for example 4. From tables 26, 
29 and 30 we see that the use of the weight function reduces the
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bias and MSE for sum5 , sum8 and sum 10. However , tables 25, 27 
and 28 show that using the weight function does not always reduce 
the bias or the MSE for some of the parameters. In fact the results 
are very variable , sometimes the bias is reduced and MSE 
increased or vice versa. In addition the number of samples 
satisfying condition (4.6) is increased when the weight function is 
used. In most of these tables it is clear that sumlOW performs 
slightly better than sum5W and sum8W as far as bias and MSE are 
concerned. However , the number of samples which satisfy 
condition (4.6) when using sum5W is greater than that when using 
either sumSW or sumlOW. Also, the CPU time taken when using 
sum5W is less than that when using either sum8W or sumlOW. For 
these reasons we choose sum5W as our best method.
The tables also show that in most cases there is little to choose 
between MME2 and MLE which in turn are better than sum5W and 
much better than MDE2. In many cases MME2 performs slightly 
better than MLE. Also, the average CPU time taken when using MLE 
is greater than that taken when using either sum5W or MME2 but is 
similar to that taken when using MDE2.
Tables 31-36 show the results for example 5. From these 
tables we see that use of the weight function reduces the bias and 
MSE for most of the cases considered. In addition the number of 
samples satisfying condition (4.6) is increased. In most cases it 
seems that sum5W performs slightly better than sum8W and much 
better than sumlOW as far as bias and MSE arc concerned. 
However , sum8W usually does better with regard to the number of 
samples satisfying condition (4.6). Since the CPU time taken when
6 2
using sumSW is less than that when using either sumSW or
sumlOW we again choose sum5W to be our best method.
The tables also show that , in almost all cases , MME2 
performs better than MLE , sumSW and much better than MDE2. 
Generally there is little to choose between MME2 , MLE and sumSW 
as far as the number of samples satisfying condition (4.6) is 
concerned. Clearly MDE2 does not perform as well as the other 
methods. The average CPU time taken when using MME2 is similar 
to that taken when using sumSW but is less than that when using 
any of the other methods.
Tables 37-42 show the results for example 6. In most cases 
the bias and MSE are reduced when the weight function is used. In 
addition the number of samples which satisfy condition (4.6) is 
increased. For this example , the average CPU time taken when 
using either sum 10 or sumlOW is excessive and the results do not 
seem to be substantially better than sum 5 or sum8 (see table 37). 
Consequently , we decided not to include either sumlO or sumlOW 
in the other tables for this example. From the tables it is clear that , 
in most cases, sum5W performs better than sum8W as far as bias 
and MSE are concerned. Also the number of samples satisfying 
condition (4.6) when using sumSW is greater in most cases than 
when using sum8W . Since the average CPU time taken when using 
sum5W is less than that when using sum8W we again choose 
sumSW as our best method.
The tables also show that , in most cases, MME2 performs 
better than MLE , sumSW and MDË2 as far as bias and MSE are 
concerned. However, the number of samples which satisfy
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condition (4.6) when using MLE is much greater than that when 
using MME2 , sumSW and MDE2. This will affect the bias and MSE 
calculations and may explain why MLE does not do well here. Also, 
the average CPU time taken when using MLE is greater than that 
when using either MME2 or sumSW but is similar to MDE2.
When the sample size n is increased the bias and MSE are 
reduced in almost every case for all the examples except example 1. 
For example 1 ( tables 7-12 ) , as sample size is increased the MSE is 
reduced in almost all cases but the bias seems to be very variable 
for some parameters. For examples 1- 5 the number of samples 
satisfying condition (4.6) is increased whilst the number where one 
of the k 's  reaches the limit is decreased. For example 6  there are 
one or two cases where the number of samples satisfying condition
(4.6) is decreased as n is increased. Increasing the number of 
samples S usually leads to a slight increase in the bias and MSE and 
also an increase in the number C2 of samples where one of the k ' s  
reaches the upper limit. However, there is considerable variability 
both between and within the examples used. As noted earlier 
example 6 is very different to the other examples and this is shown 
by the results. There are also big differences between the 
magnitudes of the bias and MSE for the different parameters.
In conclusion we find that MLE, MME2 and sumSW seem to 
perform best overall, for the examples considered, although MLE 
takes more CPU time for convergence than the others.
Table 1
50
6 4
P ^1 ^2 ^^1 P2 ZPU time (sec.]
sum5 0.3961 8.1523 5.5031 99.9763 317.5181 0.93
su m 8 0.37577 11.0286 5.0175 100.2130 317.3858 1.43
s uml  0 0.3683 12.3763 4.9147 100.1888 317.3727 1.57
sum5w 0.3892 8.0791 4.9893 99.5977 316.7052 1.31
sumSw 0.3832 9.3283 4.7926 99.7806 316.7490 6.78
sumlOw 0.3822 9.5790 4.7688 99.7945 316.7590 7.25
MMEl 0.3836 7.3253 4.2423 99.2404 315.5838 15.03
MME2 0.3776 10.1019 4.3857 98.6314 316.6393 0.72
MDEl 0.3816 7.6267 4.7480 99.2662 315.9961 19.03
MDE2 0.3613 13.9269 4.8148 100.0927 317.3607 6.50
MLE 0.3825 7.7616 4.0803 98.4053 315.0984 7.10
n = 100
P Kl K2 -PU time (sec.]
sum5 0.3657 5.7891 6.1375 97.1296 318.0015 1.47
su m 8 0.4393 3.8136 10.8319 104.0203 324.3592 1.51
sumlO 0.4392 3.8158 10.8260 104.0199 324.3954 1.60
sum5 w 0.3620 2.8917 6.2417 98.2011 316.3398 1.06
sum 8w 0.3608 5.9576 5.8770 97,0198 317.7576 1.74
sumlOw 0.3606 5.9743 5.8680 97.0245 317.7603 2.03
MMEl 0.3564 6.3796 5.5090 96.9402 317.4967 28,04
MME2 0.3550 6.9591 5.5724 96.7238 317.8051 1.16
MDEl 0.3473 5.8736 5.3823 99.0807 318.0807 33.48
MDE2 0.3617 5.8163 5.8056 97.2668 317.9811 10.44
MLE 0.3558 6.6763 5.3424 96.3952 317.2158 10.97
n = 200
P Kl K2 M^l -PU time (sec.]
sum5 0.3941 4.0837 5.2387 98.9912 318,1771 1.22
su m 8 0.3934 4.0223 5.1496 99.1300 318.2298 1.27
sumlO ' 0.3933 4.0250 5.1448 99.1305 318.2311 1.29
sum5w 0.3021 3.3718 5.9261 103.5092 320.5620 0.94
sumSW 0.3621 3.6590 6.3785 98.4583 317.3888 1.66
sumlOW 0.3927 4.1836 5.2314 98.9571 317.9947 11.59
MMEl 0.3874 4.6963 5.1065 99.1952 318.0838 151.13
MME2 0.3905 4.4612 5.222 98.9616 317.8199 0.91
MDEl 0.3814 4,1707 4,8011 101.5129 318.8763 70.67
MDE2 0.3933 3.9974 5.1225 99.1362 318.2244 19.35
MLE 0.3873 4,7381 5.1033 99.1467 318.0392 20.78
The true values are p = 0.35 , Kj = 3.5 , K2  = 6.0, pj = 100.0 , P2  = 320.0 .
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n = 50
P Kl K2 ^2 -PU time (sec.;
sum5 0.6595 8.2778 1.2088 121.0635 334.6224 1.13
sum 8 0.8205 4.3110 3.1221 121.0132 337.5828 2.1
sumlO 0.6593 8.2132 1.2011 122,1564 335.9401 6.41
sum5W 0.6465 8.7978 1.1646 120.5014 335.3056 1.29
sum 8W 0.6747 10.3005 2.0326 117.4586 333.3315 1.90
sumlOW 0.6737 10.4008 2.0173 117.4613 333.4026 2.13
MMEl 0.6564 8.0622 1.2346 118.8101 330.4019 18.45
MME2 0.6116 12.2061 0.9019 119.9827 338.1534 1.36
MDEl 0.6522 7.0558 1.1445 119.5870 331.5777 17.19
MDE2 0.6602 8.1414 1.2086 122.1241 335.7564 5.34
MLE 0.6485 9.5901 1.2244 119.4102 332.2022 6.13
n = 100
P Kl K2 H \^2 ZPU time (sec.]
sum5 0.6862 8.5233 1.3160 119.7171 337.4105 1.38
su m 8 0.6730 9.0524 1.1965 120.9663 340.0546 4.40
sumlO 0.7873 5.0285 3.2871 118.5344 337.3740 1.84
sum5W 0.6642 7.5134 1.1148 115.4213 316.9730 1.24
sum 8W 0.6691 7.2741 1.1541 115.3844 316.4450 1,60
sumlOW 0.6693 7.2669 1.1554 115.3761 316.4113 2.13
MMEl 0.6762 8.6248 1.2341 118.7111 335.2695 23,84
MME2 0.6516 11.0671 1.0496 118.9374 339.4577 1.24
MDEl 0.6781 7.3573 1.1858 118.0328 330.4956 35.25
MDE2 0.6719 9.0609 1.1895 121.0829 340.2594 10.86
MLE 0.6716 9.6885 1,1799 118.2027 333.6571 11.50
n = 200
P Kl K2 H % -PU time (sec.;
sum5 0,7309 6.7481 1.3079 118.6955 328.8135 1.01
su m 8 0.7337 6.6100 1.3243 119.4052 329.5861 1.93
suml O 0.7342 6.5919 1.3281 119.4430 329.5655 6.97
sum5W 0.7209 7.0838 1.2973 118.4835 329.6974 1.08
sum 8W 0.7231 6.9491 1.3236 118.7764 330.1480 1.61
sumlOW 0.7234 6.9359 1.3261 118.7874 330.1453 2.11
MMEl 0.7278 6.9423 1.4228 117.6722 326.6865 43.80
MME2 0.6938 8.4420 1.0204 119.0877 333.2860 0.54
MDEl 0.7321 5.8988 1.3035 118.1735 327.0270 70.05
MDE2 0.7333 6.5815 1.3259 119.4561 329.5466 15.24
MLE 0.7273 7.5165 1.4871 117.9097 326.8847 15.70
The true values are p = 0.70 , kj = 7.5 , K2  = 1.5, pj = 120.0 , P2  = 340.0 .
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n = 50
P Kl K2 ^2 -PU time (sec.;
sum5 0.1889 13.3567 3.4865 78.9900 212.4464 1.13
su m 8 0.1884 12.1553 3.4252 75.9966 212.4754 2.04
sumlO 0.1736 18.9579 3.3244 74.9187 212.3651 8.76
sum5W 0.1934 11.8390 3.5122 80.1076 211.5277 1.34
sum 8W 0.1937 10.6401 3.4916 78.9544 211.4829 1.94
sumlOW 0.1912 11.8128 3.4620 78.5222 211.4016 1.84
MMEl 0.1936 11.0708 3.6229 82.9600 211.3808 44.15
MME2 0.2020 8.1745 3.6247 82.4262 211,5900 1,21
MDEl 0.1834 7.4678 3.2227 84.6041 212.2295 16.87
MDE2 0.1846 13.6868 3.3977 75.7101 212.4426 5.65
MLE 0.1869 12.6427 3.4235 80.2719 209.9762 5.90
n = 100
P Kl K2 H ,H2 -PU time (sec.;
sum5 0.1444 19.1635 2.7789 83.8613 209.5114 1.54
su m 8 0.1193 7.5616 2.4530 65.5093 209.7601 2.33
suml O 0.0796 5.6120 2.5839 79.9938 211.3593 8.69
sum5W 0.1554 13.7567 2.8643 83.7044 208.6753 1.54
sumSW 0.1624 9.1911 2.9181 83.8819 208.9152 1.86
sumlOW 0.8366 1.9152 74.4239 199.0342 221.5274 2.77
MMEl 0.1603 10.2290 2.9512 83.3524 208.1279 38.42
MME2 0.1811 5.8962 3.2004 87.7698 209.3019 1.03
MDEl 0.1580 6.5634 2.8751 87.3590 209.8632 33.13
MDE2 0.1571 9.8702 2.8333 82.9223 209.7561 10.53
MLE 0.1606 10.0409 2.9164 84.0177 208.1060 10.20
n s 200
P Kl K2 H 1^ 2 -PU time (sec.;
sum5 0.1059 14.3651 2.3216 80.5322 211.2128 1.52
sumS 0.1284 5.4267 2.4251 77.8669 211.6681 1.54
sumlO 0.1281 5.4758 2.4236 77.8622 211.6609 9.89
sum5W 0.1262 7.0910 2.4497 78.2321 210.4463 1.76
sumSW 0.1851 2.2243 2.6671 88.7761 206.0374 1.82
sumlOW 0.13337 5.1907 2.4984 78.5574 210.7131 5.40
MMEl 0.1303 7.0489 2.5504 77.6449 209.8685 63.13
MME2 0.1592 2.9180 2.6920 82.6295 211.5618 0.94
MDEl 0.1027 11.4870 2.0830 87.6035 211.0857 83.27
MDE2 0.1930 2.1003 2.7247 89.7913 206.0383 19.27
MLE 0.1325 5.9109 2.5562 77.0578 209.6421 19.90
The true values are p = 0.10 , k \ = 5.0 , K2  = 2.5, pj = 75.0 , P2  = 210.0 .
Table 4
n = 50
%
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P %1 K2 1^1 ^2 ZPU time (sec.
sum5 0.4416 0.8467 5.5649 149.0888 238.8562 1.29
sum 8 0.4343 0.8863 5.3472 148.9369 239.6214 2.46
sumlO 0.4293 0.8956 5.2759 147.7479 239.5285 6.71
sum5W 0.4408 0.8368 5.5837 148.0037 238.3489 0.83
sumSW 0.4292 0.8714 5.3371 145.6888 238.5153 1.51
sumlOW 0.4278 0.8740 5.3135 145.3613 238,4904 4.86
MMEl 0.1685 3.8955 2.4595 91.6634 230.1023 23.71
MME2 0.4500 0.7920 5.9459 148.4639 237.5393 0.94
MDEl 0.2743 1.6225 3.6344 113.5436 235.9504 17.58
MDE2 0.4292 0.8954 5.2471 147.2976 239.5028 3.96
MLE 0.4674 0.7395 6.0807 154.8490 237.2572 4.74
n = 100
P ^1 %2 H ^2 ZPU time (sec.]
sum5 0.4092 1.0124 4.6000 142.5593 238.9059 1.19
su m 8 0.1197 2.6387 2.9235 69.0743 225.4546 1.42
sumlO 0.1197 2.6387 2.9235 69.0782 225.4555 2.50
sumSW 0.3919 1.0727 4.4671 138.1002 238.0251 1.05
sumSW 0.2373 1.9937 2.9492 102.1496 228.8925 1.55
sumlOW 0.2373 1.9935 2.9494 102.1515 228.8928 2.52
MMEl 0.1704 4.6885 2.4280 96.2828 229.7738 40.33
MME2 0.3452 1.2675 4.0662 127.2768 236.2145 1.15
MDEl 0.3429 1.3323 4.0848 128.0386 238.1489 36.68
MDE2 0.1197 2.6385 2.9236 69.0796 225.4557 9.09
MLE 0.3756 1.0281 4.1538 134.7024 236.2507 9.74
...
n = 200
P %1 *2 til K2 -PU time (sec.'
sum5 0.2516 1.3383 3.0296 113.7962 233.0938 1.24
su m 8 0.3255 0.9288 3.4501 128.1272 227.8986 1.28
sumlO 0.3254 0.9292 3.4494 128.1013 227.8976 7.25
sumSW 0.2488 1.4304 3.0718 112.5157 232.3092 1.18
sum 8W 0.2509 1.4150 3.0798 113.1702 232.4371 1.45
sumlOW 0.2509 1.4151 3.0798 113.1690 232.4370 2.96
MMEl 0.2035 2.0608 2.8560 101.1100 230.2612 149.10
MME2 0.2425 1.4349 3.0349 110,0881 231,9043 1.20
MDEl 0.2089 1.8043 2.8072 111.1975 232.4200 119.69
MDE2 0.2606 1.2739 3.0718 110.4499 233.5532 13.35
MLE 0.2071 1.9699 2.8679 102.0305 230.3565 14.86
The true values are p = 0.20 , kj = 2.0 , K2  = 3.0, pj = 100.0 , p_2 = 230.0 .
C 1. "f.
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Table 5 6 8 J
50
P %1 ^2 ^^1 H2 -PU time (sec.;
sum5 0.8190 5.3092 13.5146 55.4532 138.3366 1.07
su m 8 0.8239 5,1272 14.0602 55.7076 140.9773 1.60
sumlO 0.8641 3.3234 17.2367 62.7948 146.3518 2.69
sum5W 0.8097 5.3814 10.5746 55.1449 139.0757 1.19
sum 8W 0.8199 5.1537 13.1216 55.5545 140.6282 2.02
sumlOW 0.8303 4.9697 18.0688 55.9395 142.0885 2.12
MMEl 0.7568 5.5895 3.7085 53.1158 131.0657 4.49
MME2 0.7668 5.7273 4.3913 53.3850 133.3979 0.98
MDEl 0.8117 5.0676 4.5958 55.6835 145.4499 18.68
MDE2 0.8504 4.7412 34.4766 56.0989 142.7170 4.41
MLE 0.7694 5.7204 4.4838 53.2608 134.5885 4.60
n = 100
P ^1 %2 ^^1 -PU time (sec.;
sumS 0.6958 4.9779 3.3061 51.3882 131.6500 0.87
sum 8 0.8351 5.6008 13.9319 53.8474 136.1134 1.51
sumlO 0.8583 5.2391 28.4280 54.1272 139.6344 2.21
sum5W 0.8551 5.1829 32.9907 53.5192 137.5937 1.32
sum 8W 0,8437 5.3961 15.9794 53.3004 136.6948 1.58
sumlOW 0.8514 5.2565 21.9744 53.5630 138.0469 2.02
MMEl 0.7948 5.4685 4.2783 50.9259 126.5221 46.91
MME2 0.8380 5.2493 8.5707 52.7639 136.1564 1.17
MDEl 0.8178 5.5879 3.1713 54.2275 146.4680 35.44
MDE2 0.8634 5.1851 38.2881 54.1092 137.7117 7.21
MLE 0.8152 5.6469 6.6304 51.3122 132.9853 7.92
n -  200
P Kl K2 ^^1 ^^ 2 -PU time (sec.;
sumS 0.7912 5.3255 3.3897 49.8767 129.9371 0.90
sum 8 0.8415 4.5058 12.0793 54.6178 139.5505 1.49
sumlO 0.8575 4.3180 19,0261 54.9092 141.0504 2.35
sumSW 0.6540 6.0686 3.2760 51.4614 125.7004 0.88
sum 8W 0.8408 4.4896 11.9339 54.3027 140.7007 1.54
sumlOW 0.8463 4.4184 14.6727 54.4926 141.1289 2.00
MMEl 0.7573 5.0250 3.0768 51.0577 126.4606 120.05
MME2 0.7843 5.2362 4.5617 51.7520 132.7143 0.93
MDEl 0.8269 4.5291 3.8728 55.0677 148.4469 110.55
MDE2 0.8661 4.2245 26.8218 54.9390 139.6121 15.22
MLE 0.7493 5.5624 3.0025 50.5790 127.1414 15.25
The true values are p = 0.65 , kj = 6.5 , K2  = 2.5, = 50.0 , P2 = 120.0
Table 6 69
n = 50
P Kl K2 1^2 -PU time (sec.;
sum5 0.2683 4.3274 0.5788 81.3164 108.5799 1.44
sum 8 0.7640 2.3755 8.1612 50.9078 143.0420 1.79
suml  0 0.7577 2.4105 7.3873 50.8269 143.9148 12.45
sumSW 0.4989 3.6892 1.3348 43.6260 130.7860 1.25
sumSW 0.5366 3.3560 1.4555 44.4601 135.0687 1.44
sumlOW 0.5276 3.3914 1.2376 44.4231 136.1280 13.30
MMEl 0.6998 0.4566 2.2175 57.4298 109.5379 2.96
MME2 0.7020 0.5415 5.2208 48.2810 119.8711 1.57
MDEl 0.8590 0.8900 18.8272 72.0521 156.3336 91.06
MDE2 0.5510 0.5622 3.0479 85.7117 103.6515 6.04
MLE 0.2015 5.8444 0.6667 80.6735 102.2470 6.56
n = 100
P Kl K2 H \^2 -PU time (sec.;
sumS 0.2008 1.0622 1.3753 6.7263 96.8803 1.77
su m 8 0.8220 1.4545 6.6654 53.9283 147.2928 2.72
suml  0 0.8206 1.4595 6.5309 53.8831 147.4883 17.87
sumSW 0.2147 1.0762 1.4198 6.1070 97.5197 2.06
sum 8W 0.2151 1.0742 1.4207 86.0748 97.5264 3.71
sumlOW 0.2063 1.0775 1.3590 86.0512 97.6711 19.50
MMEl 0.3811 0.7961 1.7949 16.3271 102.8884 34.99
MME2 0.7617 0.8851 2.7224 65.9674 118.7161 1.13
MDEl 0.0705 24.5916 1.1784 16.6666 98.3466 177.89
MDE2 0.2017 1.0579 1.3776 6.7053 96.8862 11.20
MLE 0.3802 0.8238 1.8339 14.1982 103.4548 10.88
n = 200
P Kl K2 ^^1 ^2 -PU time (sec.;
sum5 0.8620 0.9790 6.9311 65.9149 146.3685 2.43
sum 8 0.9171 1.0007 44.0614 77.4373 156.5281 3.25
sumlO 0.0446 55.8022 1.2243 13.7629 102.5809 27.86
sumSW 0.8575 0.9858 6.3219 66.0811 147.1823 5.30
sumSW 0.8183 1.0178 4.3072 61.9946 144.9253 10.82
sumlOW 0.3553 52.7620 1.4450 35.9845 108.1168 35.22
MMEl 0.5930 1.2117 1.0590 63.8489 134.4842 55.69
MME2 0.9342 0.9749 5.3041 81.2528 171.8157 1.57
MDEl 0.9234 0.9753 10.8668 79.1478 161.6749 189.10
MDE2 0.9178 1.0047 36.7561 77.7551 158.3542 27.94
MLE 0.9291 0.9259 47.9311 80.1987 158.0217 28.50
The true values are p = 0.55 , Kj = 1.0 , K2  = 1.5, = 60.0 , P2 = 120.0 .
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4.2 Real data
Table 43 shows the final estimates for the different methods 
when applied to the Turtle data set. Mardia( 1975a) has analysed 
this data set using a program of Jones and James(1969) to obtain 
the MLE's and quoted results obtained from fitting a circular 
histospline (see Boneva et. al 1971).
Mardia’s MLE values are identical to ours and the estimates
obtained from the circular histospline are also shown in table 43.
All the methods give similar values for the final estimates except 
for K2 which ranges from 4.81 to 10.47. MME2 is again the quickest
and there is little to choose between MLE and MDE2. An interesting
point to note about this data set is that the assumption of two
modes 180° apart seems reasonable but that of equal concentrations 
seems most unlikely. However , the estimates of p , | i i  and p.2
similar to those obtained using the three parameter model (2.5).
i
Table 43
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P %1 %2 1^ 2 -PU time (sec.;
s u m 5 0.83 2.92 10.20 63.59 240.45 0.63
s u m 8 0.83 2.92 8.70 63.54 240.87 0.72
s u m l  0 0.83 2.93 8.54 63.54 241.21 0.92
s u m 5 W 0.83 2.88 8.14 63.36 240.74 0.65
s u m 8 W 0.83 2.89 7.46 63.35 240.81 0.80
s u m l O W 0,83 2.89 7.42 63.36 240.87 0.85
M M El 0.84 2.67 10.47 63.24 240.42 64.80
MME2 0.82 2.91 4.81 63.15 240.19 0.42
M DEl 0.82 2.97 6.21 63.19 240.14 17.79
MDE2 0.83 2.93 8.64 63.54 241.18 2.79
MLE 0.84 2.62 8.45 63.47 241.20 3 .53
Circular Histosoline 0.85 1.94 7.76 65.30 239.00 — — — —
Final estimates using methods described in Section 3 for Turtle data
(n=76 observations).
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CHAPTER 5
SIMULATING SPHERICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
5.1 The Fisher Distribution
A spherical random variable (0 , <))) is said to have a Fisher 
distribution if its probability density function is given by
f((^> )^;(ot»P)»K) = Cp e x p [K (s in  0 s in  a  cos(<^-p) + cos 0 cos a)] s in  0 ,
O<0,a<7i;,O<<j), p <  2 j c , k > 0  ( 5 . 1 )
where Cp = k / ( 4 tc sinh k ). (5.2)
(a ,p )  are the polar coordinates of the mean direction and k is a 
measure of concentration about this direction.
The distribution is unimodal and is rotationally symmetric 
about (a,p). For large values of k the distribution is tightly clustered 
about (a,p). For k = 0 , (5.1) reduces to the uniform distribution on 
the sphere i.e.
f(0,4>) = sin 0 / (4 Tz).
If a  = 0 in (5.1) , the pdf reduces to
f((0»Wi(O,P),K) = Cp exp(K cos 0) sin 0 , 0 <0 ^ tc , 0 <((><2 tc (5.3)
so that the longitude <|> is distributed uniformly on (0 ,2 tc) ,  
independently of the colatitude 0 and p is arbitrary.
The distribution (5.1) was introduced by Arnold(1941) and 
studied extensively by Fisher(1953) and is the basic model for
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directions in three dimensions. For further details see Fisher, Lewis 
and Embleton(1987) and Mardia(1972).
. . .
1 1 0
5.2 Simulation of Fisher Distribution
We use the method described by Fisher , Lewis and 
Willcox(1981) to simulate random samples from the Fisher 
distribution with mean direction (a ,p )  and k  specified. The 
procedure is as follows :
(1) Take u j, U2 to be pseudo-random observations from U(0,1).
(2) Set X = exp(-2K)
(3) Colatitude 6 = 2 sin-l[ -{In(ui(l-A.) + 3t)} / 2k]^/^
(4) Longitude <|> = 2tc U2
(5) Rotate (9,(j)) to (0',<])*) as follows :
sin 0* cos (j)\ /cos a  cos p - sin p sin a  cos p\ /sin 0 cos
sin 0’ sin <})’
\ j
cos a  sin p cos p sin a  sin p
\ cos 0* /  \  - sin a  0 cos a
Ain  (j)\ 
sin 0 sin <j>
 ^ cos 0 /
(5.4)
! t(6) (0 ,<j> ) is the required pseudo-random variate.
(7) To generate a random sample of size n steps 2 - 6  are 
repeated n times with new observations u% and U2 each time.
Fisher, Lewis and Willcox (1981) make the point that " This 
method of generating (6,<j)) avoids the rounding errors inherent in 
Mardia's procedure(Mardia , 1972 , p 232) for large k . ”
/■
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5.3 Goodness o f  Fit tests for the Fisher Distribution
We use two methods described by Fisher, Lewis and 
Embleton(1987) to test whether the simulated samples adequately
fit a Fisher distribution. The first method is based on graphical
displays which show the general behaviour of the model. The 
second method deals with formal significance tests. Both methods 
are valid if k ^ 3 ( see Fisher & Best (1984) ).
For the graphical displays we use two kinds of plots : colatitude 
plots and longitude plots. Also, for the formal tests we have a 
colatitude test and a longitude test.
To describe each kind of plot we do the following :
A A(1) Calculate the sample mean direction ( a  , p ) by solving the
following equations :
A A A
COS a  = N / R , sin |3 = (M / R) cosec ,
cos p = (L / R) cosec a  (5.5)
n n n
where L = ^sin8^cos<^^, M = ^sin0jsin<|)|, N =  ^  cos0 | (5.6) 
i= l i=l i= l
are the direction cosines and
R = ( (5.7) 1
I
is the sample resultant length. I
A A • ’ I(2) Rotate (0[,<}>i) , i = 1, ,n to the pole ( , p^  ) to obtain (0j , )
by using
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' ' A A A A/sin% cos<j)j\ /cos a  cos c o s  a^sin p^
s in 0 j  sin <%
COS0J I
s in  p
\s in  a
A
COS p
A A A
COS P s in  a  sin p
-sin a \  /sin 0j cos <J)|
0
cos kl\
sin 0j sin
«Î /cos
(5.8)
(3) For the colatitude plot we do the following :
(i) Set Xj = 1 - cos^ , i = 1,.....,n (5.9)
(ii) Re-arrange the Xj’s in increasing order i.e. Xq^ < X^2)  < X(n)-
(iii) Display the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot by plotting the points 
(aj , i = 1, ,n where the numbers a j, a2 ,.. a^ are given
by
aj = F"^((i-^  )/n) , and F '^ is the inverse of the unit exponential 
distribution i.e. F"^((i-|-)/n)'=  - log ( 1 - ( ( i- j )/n)).
The plot should be approximately linear, passing through the 
origin with slope giving an estimate of 1 / k
(4) For the longitude plot we do the following
(i) Set X p  ^  { / 2 n  , i = 1,........,n. (5.10)
(ii) Re-arrange the X '^s in increasing order i.e. X ^i)< X(2) ........< ^(n)*
(iii) Display the quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plot by plotting the points 
(b^ , i = 1,......,n where the numbers b j,b 2 ,............ are given
by
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b p  F"^((i-“  )/n) , and F'^ is the inverse of the uniform distribution
I.e.
F “^((i-J  )/n) = (i-~ )/n.
The plot should be approximately linear, passing through the
oorigin with slope of 45 .
The formal tests are described as follows :
(1) For the colatitude test
(i) Calculate the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic where
Djj = maximum ( D^" ) ,  (5.11)
with = maximum of [ (i/n) - F(X({))] , i = 1, n (5 . 12)
and Dj," = maximum of [F(X(ip - (i-l)/n] , i = 1, n. (5.13)
Here X| is given by (5.9) and F(X(ip = 1 - e x p ( - K  X(j)) with
K = (n -l)/% X p  
i=l
(ii) Calculate the test statistic
Mg(D„) = ( D„- 0.2/n) + 0.26 + (0.5/V n )).
We reject the hypothesis of a Fisher distribution if M g(D ^) is too 
large.
Critical values of Mg(D^) are given in Appendix A8 of Fisher, Lewis 
and Embleton (1987).
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(2) For the longitude test
(i) Calculate the Kuiper statistic where
+ Djj" , with and given by (5.12) and (5.13)
respectively.
Here is given by (5.10) and F(X^^) = X^jj .
(ii) Calculate the test statistic
My(Vn) = V„ ( Vn - 0.567 + (1.623/Vn ))
We reject the hypothesis of a Fisher distribution if M y(V ^) is too 
large.
Critical values of M y (Vu) are again given in Appendix A8 of Fisher, 
Lewis and Embleton(1987).
To test the goodness of fit we simulated three different samples 
of size n = 50 from two different Fisher distributions using the 
method described in Section (5.2). The parameters of the simulated 
distributions were
(i) K = 6.0 , a  = 30 and p = 120,
(ii) K = 9.0 , a  = 100 and p = 300.
Hence we have three samples from the Fisher distribution with 
parameters given by (i) and three samples from the distribution (ii).
For each of these six samples the graphical and formal tests
discussed earlier were carried out.
• J.-- ' • • s J ' ' ■■ .'*-5. "/ S.:.,/';:. %
y
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The results obtained are as follows :
Fisher distribution (i)
Sample 1 : The colatitude plot is shown in Figure (10) with
slope = 0.151 and estimated k  = 6.6. The longitude plot is shown in 
Figure (11).
The colatitude test is
M y(Du) = 0.7477 < 0.990 , the upper 10% point.
The longitude test is
M y (Vu) = 1.069 < 1.138 , the upper 10% point.
Both the plots and the formal tests show that the fit to a Fisher 
distribution is adequate.
Sample 2 : The colatitude plot is shown in Figure (12) with
slope = 0.135 and estimated k = 7.4. The longitude plot is shown in 
Figure (13).
The colatitude test is
Mg(Du) = 0.8389 < 0.990.
The longitude test is
M y(V n) = 0.8887 <1.138.
Both the plots and the formal tests show that the fit to a Fisher 
distribution is adequate.
 — 1:—
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Sample 3 : The colatitude plot is shown in Figure (14) with
slope = 0.177 and estimated k = 5.65. The longitude plot is shown in 
Figure (15),
The colatitude test is
Mg(Dn) = 0.5674 < 0.990.
The longitude test is
M y(Vu) = 0.7732 < 1.138.
Both the plots and the formal tests show that the fit to a Fisher 
distribution is adequate.
Fisher distribution (ii)
Sample 1 : The colatitude plot is shown in Figure (16) with
slope = 0.1 and estimated k = 10.0. The longitude plot is shown in 
Figure (17).
The colatitude test is
Mg(Du) = 0.767 < 0.990.
The longitude test is
M y(Vn) = 1.0628 <1.138.
Both the plots and the formal tests show that the fit to a Fisher 
distribution is adequate.
Sample 2 : The colatitude plot is shown in Figure (18) with
slope = 0.0897 and estimated k  = 11.148. The longitude plot is
shown in Figure (19).
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The colatitude test is
Mg(Dn) = 0.8695 < 0.990.
The longitude test is
M^CVn) = 0.8980 < 1.138.
Both the plots and the formal tests show that the fit to a Fisher 
distribution is adequate.
Sample 3 : The colatitude plot is shown in Figure (20) with 
slope = 0.118 and estimated k = 8.47. The longitude plot is shown in 
Figure (21).
The colatitude test is
Mg(Dn) = 0.5634 < 0.990.
The longitude test is
M y(Vn) = 0.7716 < 1.138.
Both the plots and the formal tests show that the fit to a Fisher 
distribution is adequate.
As to be expected, there is some variability between the
colatitude and longitude plots for each sample. However, none of the 
plots show major deviations from those expected under a Fisher
model. These conclusions are confirmed by the formal tests where 
the goodness of fit to the Fisher model is accepted as satisfactory for 
all six simulated samples.
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The colatitude plot for sample 1 of Fisher distribution (i).
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Figure (11)
The longitude plot for sample 1 of Fisher distribution (i)
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Figure (12)
The colatitude plot for sample 2 of Fisher distribution (i).
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The longitude plot for sample 2 of Fisher distribution (i).
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The colatitude plot for sample 3 of Fisher distribution (i).
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The longitude plot for sample 3 of Fisher distribution (i).
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The colatitude plot for sample 1 of Fisher distribution (ii).
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Figure (17)
The longitude plot for sample 1 of Fisher distribution (ii).
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The colatitude plot for sample 2 of Fisher distribution (ii).
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The longitude plot for sample 2 of Fisher distribution (ii).
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The colatitude plot for sample 3 of Fisher distribution (ii).
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The longitude plot for sample 3 of Fisher distribution (ii)
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5.4 Mixtures of Fisher Distributions
The probability density function o f a mixture o f  two Fisher 
distributions is given by
h(0,(l>) = p hi(e,<j>) + (1 - p ) h2(0,<j)) , 0 < p < 1 ,
0 < 0  <7C ,0 < 4 ) < 2 7 c . ( 5 .1 4 )
w h e r e
h|(0,(})) =  [Kj/(4 K sinhKi)]exp[K|{sin0 sinaj cos(())-Pi )+ cos0  cos a^}] sin0 ,
i = 1,2 , 0 < aj < , 0 < Pi < 2 7C, K| > 0, (5 .1 5 )
is the Fisher pdf discussed in Section (5.1). p is again the mixing j
IpâTâlïlGtCr, 4IThe mixture o f  two Fisher distributions has received  little
attention in the literature. Stephens(1969) used a method based on 
maximum likelihood to estimate the unknown parameters in a 
mixture of two Fisher distributions with opposite modal vectors 
where the pdf is given by
f(0) = ( k  sin0 / 2 sinhx) { p exp(K cos0) + (1 - p) exp(- k  c o s0 )  } ,
0<0 <71 (5.16)
and <j) has a u n iform  d istr ib u tion  on (0  , 2  %).
Model ( 5.16 ) is used to describe directed data with unequal 
modes. When p = 0.5 in (5.16) the pdf reduces to
f (0 )  = (k s in 0  /  2 sinhK) { c o s h ( K c o s 0 ) )  , 0 :< 0 <n  (5.17)
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This model is used in analysing axial data ( see Stephens(1969) 
for further details).
Wood(1982) also discussed the problems involved in 
estimating the seven unknown parameters in the mixture of two 
Fisher distributions. He concludes that the general mixture is 
awkward to use and the seven parameters have to be estimated 
numerically. Consequently , Wood proposed a bimodal distribution 
on the sphere having the same concentration about two directions 
in roughly equal proportions.
The Wood distribution has pdf 
g((0,(|>); (a,P),K) = Cp exp[K(sin 0 sin a  cos(2(j)-p) + cos 0 cos a)] sin 0,
0 < 0 < 7C, 0 < (j) < 2 7u, K >  0. (5.18)
where Cp is given by (5.2).
The only difference between (5.18) and the ordinary Fisher 
distribution (5.1) is that cos((J>-P) is now replaced by cos(2(j>-p).
When K = 0 ,(5.18) reduces to the uniform distribution on the 
sphere. For further details and properties of the distribution see 
Wood(1982).
Wood also applied model (5.18) to a data set given by 
Schmidt(1976). For this data a Fisher model (5.1) was found not to 
be appropriate. In chapter 7 we apply our methods to the Schmidt 
data and compare our results with Wood’s.
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5.5 Simulation of Mixtures of Fisher Distributions
To simulate random samples of size n from a mixture of Fisher 
distributions we do the following :
(1) simulate n observations from each of f((0 , ( { > ) ; ( a j ) and 
f((Ô»<î>);(oc2,P2)»K2) using the method described in Section (5.2).
(2) choose the required value of the mixing parameter, p.
(3) generate n random numbers from U(0,1) , say, u l, u2, ..... , un.
(4) finally we create a sample of n observations from the specified 
mixture distribution by applying the same procedure as given in 
Section (2.6) i.e.
if ul < p then the first observation from the sim ulated 
f((0,(j));(ai,p][),Ki) will be taken into the mixture and if ul > p  then 
the first observation from the simulated f((0,<j>);(a2 ,p2)>^2 ) will be 
taken into the mixture.
This process is repeated using the remaining random numbers
u2, u3,...........  un to obtain the required sample from the mixture
distribution.
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CHAPTER 6
METHODS OF ESTIMATION
6.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
For a single Fisher distribution the maximum likelihood
e s tim a te s  o f  th e  m ean  d irec tio n  ( a , p )  and k are w e l l  d o c u m e n te d .
The maximum likelihood estimate of (a,p) is just the sample mean 
direction ( , p^  ) given by (5.5) with (5.6) and (5.7).
The maximum likelihood estimate of k is then the solution of 
the equation
coth(K) (6 .1)
Tabulated values of the solution of equation (6.1) are given in 
Appendix AlO of Fisher, Lewis and Embleton (1987). Fisher(1982) 
and Fisher, Lewis and Embleton (1987) note that the solution of 
(6.1) is well approximated by
A n
K = n / (n - R) s  n /  ^  C; (6 .2 )
i= l
for (R/n) > 0.95 , a common occurrence in practice.
I 1Here Cj = 1 - cosOj and is measured relative to the
A Asample mean direction ( , p^  ) by using the rotation (5.8).
For the mixture of two Fisher distributions (5.14) the normal 
equations can be written down but not solved explicitly.
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As noted in Section(5.4), Stephens(1969) and Wood(1982) used 
maximum likelihood for the simpler models they considered. In our 
case we found it simpler to maximise the log-likelihood function 
using a standard optimisation routine from the NAG Library. The 
results obtained are discussed in Chapter 7.
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6.2 Minimum Distance Estimation
Here we extend the minimum distance method introduced in
Section (3.3) to the mixture of two Fisher distributions. Again the
measure will be based on the difference between the theoretical
and empirical characteristic functions i.e.
0 „ ( t )  - ® (t) I (6.3)
Here 0 ^ ( 0  is the empirical characteristic function and is defined as 
follows :
n
^ n ( 0  = ~  ^ e x p ( i  t ^ )  (6.4)
j=l
Iwhere t = ( t j ,  t2 , 13 )
fand ^  = ( Ij, mj, nj) = ( sin 8j cos (j>j , sin 8j sin , cos 8j) are the 
direction cosines.
0 ( t)  is the characteristic function of the model and is given by
c ( k i )  C ( K 2 )0 ( t )  = P + (1 - p) , [see Mardia(1975b)] (6.5)
,3/2where c(x^) = [ / { (2it) ) ] »
c(wx,) = [wJ ) 1
2 » * 1 / 9with Wj^  = (Kj^- t t + 21 t p^) '
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and = ( sin cos , sin sin p^ , cos a^) for X = 1, 2 .
Iq( . ) is again the modified Bessel function of the first kind and
order q.
2 . 1/2Since = (—) sinh r) ( see Abramowitz & Stegun p. 443)TO\
we can simplify c(w. ) , X = 1, 2, as follows.
We have c(K^) = [ k^ / { ) 1 4% sinh K. and
C (w ^ )  =  [ w ^  /  { (271 ) ] =
w,
4% sinh w^
Now
if we put w^= r^ exp(i then we have
2 t tr5^ cosvj^ = K5^ - t £  , r^sin  v%= 2K.^t
2 k,^ t
i .e . tan =  —  j  ,
( k,  - t t )
2 »and r^= ( x ^ - t t )  +(  2k^ t p^ Y
in 'fX 1/2 ^ X  . 1/2 . V),so exp(i( — )) = i^ x, ( "2 “) + 1 sin ( "T")
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1/2 1/2 y  A,then sinh = sinh( cos ( ~ ) +  i sin ( " ) )
1/2 1/2 = sinh( cos ( — ) ) cosh(i sin ( “ ))
+ cosh( cos ("^ )  ) sinh(i sin ( “^ ) )
Now put
1/2 ^A 1/2 ^Asinh( cos ( — ) ) cos( sin ( ~ ) )
1/2 ^A 1/2 ^A+ i cosh( cos ( — ) ) sin( sin ( — ))
1/2 y x  1/2 ^A.Xa = cos ( — ) , sin ( -y") , A = 1, 2
then
c(x^) sinh w^ x^[sinh(x^) cos(y^) + i cosh(x^) sin(y^)]
c(w^) " w ^ sinh ~ (x^ + i y^) sinh
{^A ■  ^ ^A^ x^[sinh(x^) cos(y^) + i cosh(x^) sin(y^)] 
- i  y%.) + i y% )sinh
Xj^(x^ - i y^)[sinh(x^) cos(y^) + i cosh(x^) sin(y^)]
sinh x^
^A= sinh K, + yxCOsh(xj^)sin(y;^) )A A
+ i { x^cosh(x^) sin(y^) - y^sinh(x^)cos(y^)}] (6.6)
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N o w
n n
0 1 1 (4 ,) " ^ ( 4 ,) I -  I [ c o s  t I j  + i s i n t I j  ]
j =l  j =l
c(w i)
is given by (6.6) for X. = 1, 2.
c(k2> ,  12
W e can simplify this expression by letting
= Xj sinh x  ^ cos y  ^ + y  ^cosh x  ^ sin y^
^2 “  ^2 ^2 y% Y2  cosh X2  sin y^
= Xj cosh x^ sin y^  ^ - y  ^ sinh x^ cos y^
^ 2  = ^ 2  cosh X2  sin y2  - y2  sinh X2  cos y2
c O ^
c ( w j
H en ce
n n
|0 n ( O  - 0 ( t )  I =  1 [ ^  ^ c o s  t I j  + i ~ ^ ^ s i n  t I j  ]
j = l  j = l
r P ^ l  ( 1-P) *2 n 1:
■  t ;™;î;nri^ <ri+iy+;j7hnr^ (Y2+iy]i
n
=  ê S
» P Kj K^- P)  ^2 n 2
~  ~i s in h  Kj s in h  KjC OS
(1 -p ) ^2
j = l
n
. r l  V ’ » f P %1 (1 -p )  ^2 n 2
+  t - 2 ^ s i n  t  Ij - { “ - ^ h  q - ( y  + r '2  s in h
j = l
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Minimisation of (6.7) is not as simple in three dimensions as it
was in two dimensions. In two dimensions t only took integer
values and we were able to simplify (3,8) using the von Neumann 
addition formula. Here t is a vector quantity and so summation or
integration of (6.7) over a suitable range of values of t is not going
to be an easy task. An alternative way is to minimise (6.7) for 
selected values of t . Selection of these values is arbitrary but it
seems sensible to make them as simple as possible. Consequently
we chose the seven values (1,0,0), (0,1,0), (0,0 ,1), (1,1,0), ( 1,0,1), 
(0,1,1) and (1,1,1). We need seven values for t since there are seven
parameters to be estimated. Using these values for t and a standard
NAG optimisation routine we minimised (6.7) and achieved 
convergence in most cases.
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In Section (7.1) we demonstrate our results on the simulated 
data and in section (7.2) on the real data.
Again the minimization subroutines require starting values for 
the seven parameters , K2 , a j , a 2 , Pi , p2 and p.
Wood(1982) gave a method for estimating the parameters a i  ,
t t2 , Pi , P2 and k  for the bimodal distribution (5.18) . Our starting
values procedure uses this method to obtain estimates of a i  , a2 , P%
, p2 and k i .  We then set Xj = X2 and p  =  0.5 to obtain starting values 
for X2 and p.
The procedure is as follows :
(1) To obtain the estimates of oci , 0C2 » Pi and P2 we
(i) Define the vectors 
rPi = (cos Y cos 6, cos 7 sin Ô, -  sin 7)
fP2 = (" sin Ô , cos Ô, 0) (7.1)
!P3 = (sin 7 cos Ô, sin 7 sin Ô, cos 7)
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(ii) Define 
n
i= l
n
V = y  {(Xi m ) 2  - (Xi  H2 ) ^ )  / {1 - (Xi  H3)2}1/2 (7.2)
i= l
n
W
i= l
= y  2 ( X i  m ) ( X i  H 2 ) / { l - ( X i  (13)2)1/2,
!where Xj = ( xj , ) ,
with XI = sin Oj cos <j>i , yi = sin 0j sin <f>i , zj = cos 0j,
(iii) Define
$2(7,0) = U2 + v2  + W2 (7.3)
(iv) Maximize 8^(7,Ô) to get an estimate of 7 and 6 , say 7 and 6 . To 
maximize 8^(7,Ô) we used a subroutine [E04JAF] which is available 
in the NAG Library.
This routine requires initial values for 7 and 5 . To obtain initial
values of 7 and 6 we use the sample mean direction(7 , 6 ) which isK .  J K .A Acalculated by using (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) with a  = 7^  and |3 = 6^ .
A A(v) 8ubstitute 7 and 6 into the set of equations (7.2) to obtain U , 
V and W . Then estimate a  and p as follows :
■ - - : -  '____________________________  5<- .  ' .  ■'
14 2
U(a) Set U = —TTTT S(y,8)
(b) Set V S(Y,8)
W(c) Set W = —TTTT S(Y,8)
(d) a  = cos"^(U ) , p = tan"^( ~ Tr) .-1 . W
A A A A(vi) Now to find a, , , |^ we do the following
(a) Set (a i, Pi) = ( a  , j P )  and (ag, P2 ) = (a , j p  + it)
A A A A A(b) Calculate tij , from (7.1) using y  and then form
\  A A
1^ 1 » » M3A  A= ( m , |Xo )
(c) Transform the estimates ( a j ,  p j) , (tt2 , P2 ) to ( cc^  , pj),
A A( 0  ^ , ^ )  respectively by using
A A/ sin cos pA /sin aj cos pf
= A sin sin Pi , i = 1,2sin q  sin pj 
\  cos q  I
A A( , pj ) and ( , ^ )  are then the required estimates.
cos a;
A A
(2) To obtain the estimate of kj we use (6.2) with 
( « . % )  = (Yj^ . 5j^) in (5.8).
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7.1 The Simulated data
As in Section (4.1) we compare results for single samples and 
sets of samples for the different methods of estimation discussed in 
chapter 6. We again represent maximum likelihood estimation by 
MLE and minimum distance estimation based on the characteristic 
function by MDE.
Tables 44 - 47 display the single sample results for the four 
simulated data sets which we shall use throughout this section. 
These are :
Example 7 : p = 0.25 ,kj = 3.5 ,K2  = 6.5 , a j  = 50 , p% = 120,
tt2 = 100 ,p2 = 320.
Example 8 : p = 0.60 ,ki = 8.0 ,K2  = 1.5 , a j  = 35 , pj = 75 ,
a% = 130 , p2 = 220.
Example 9 : p = 0.45 ,kj = 9.5 ,K2  = 6.0 , a \  = 100 , Pj = 120,
tt2 = 55 , p2 = 300.
Example 10 : p = 0.9 , kj = 4.0 ,K2  = 2.5 , a j  = 70 , Pj = 140, 
a2  = 145, P2  = 260.
These data sets were generated using the procedure described 
in Section(5.5). Both methods of estimation introduced in chapter 6 
were implemented for the above mixtures.
AWe again make use of condition (4.6) except now p (ini) is the 
estimate of p when the initial values are obtained from the 
procedure described earlier in this chapter.
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From tables 44 - 47 we see that increasing the sample size n 
usually causes a slight improvement in the results more so for MLE 
than for MDE. Also, it is clear that the estimates of the k ’s are very
variable for small samples but get closer to the true values as n 
increases. Apart from table 47 the estimates for the modes ( a j ,  pj )
and ( a 2 » P2 ) are close to the true values. The results obtained in
table 47 for example 10 are much more variable than for the other
examples and this is to be expected since the value of p is close to 1.
The CPU time varies from method to method but usually MDE is 
quicker than MLE except for small sample sizes ( n = 50 ) and 
n = 100 in table 44.
In fact, according to tables 44 and 46 there is little to choose 
between MLE and MDE although MLE is slightly better than MDE for 
the other tables. Consequently, one method does not seem to be 
better than the other overall. However, since we are only 
considering single samples here we must be cautious about drawing 
conclusions in this situation.
To compare the results for sets of samples we again simulated 
50 and 200 samples of sizes 50, 100 and 200 for each of the four 
examples given earlier.Each of the six sets of results is described by 
a single table which gives the results for MDE and MLE.
The bias and MSE for each parameter were calculated for each 
set of samples. Samples which did not satisfy condition (4.6) were 
noted but excluded from the bias and MSE calculations. Samples 
where one of the k ’s reached the upper limit were also excluded.
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Each table gives the bias and MSE and also includes the number 
of samples satisfying condition (4.6) , C l, the number of samples 
which converge but do not satisfy condition (4.6), C2, and the 
number of samples where one of the k 's reaches the upper limit, C3.
It is clear from tables 48 - 53 of example 7, tables 54 - 59 of 
example 8 , tables 60 - 65 of example 9 and tables 66 - 71 of 
example 10 that , in most cases, MLE performs better than MDE as 
far as bias and MSE are concerned. Also, except for three cases ( see 
tables 56, 57, 59) , the number of samples which satisfy condition 
(4.6) when using MLE is greater than that when using MDE. Again, 
in most cases, the CPU time taken when using MDE will be less than 
that when using MLE.
When the sample size n is increased the bias is reduced in most 
cases for all the examples while the MSE is reduced in all cases for 
all the examples except example 10. For example 10 there are a few 
cases where the MSE is not reduced. Also, for all cases the number 
of samples satisfying condition (4.6) is increased whilst the number 
where one of the k ’s reaches the limit is decreased.
Increasing the number of samples S usually leads to an 
increase in the bias and MSE for some parameters and a decrease 
for others.
As in the circular case (see Section 3) we sometimes have an 
overflow problem with the exponential function ( used here in the 
definition of the sinh function ). Again this tends to happen with 
small samples when the mixing parameter p is near one or zero. 
This problem has more of an effect on MDE than on MLE. In fact, as 
n increases MLE converges almost all the time.
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Also,  the iterative procedure som etim es stops before 
convergence to the final estimates is achieved. The procedure can 
be restarted by using the last estimates given before stopping as 
the initial estimates in a new optimisation. This can be repeated 
until final convergence is attained.
Table 44
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n=50 n=100
MLE MDEP 0.4039 0.2961
^1 1.2426 2.6883
^2 12.8789 9.2363
tt i 19.8488 43.7699
Pi 130,2033 135.8277
« 2 100.0223 98.7401
P2 323.8345 323.5916
CPU 21.31 36.35
MLE MDEP 0.2846 0.2511
Kl 2.9613 4.4179
K2 7.6673 7.3947
«1 34.0773 39.5840
P i 124.8504 129.9775
«2 98.0336 97.2202
P2 325.2814 325.8253
CPU 30.97 37.43
n=200
MLE MDEP 0.2666 0.2585
Kl 3.2023 3.8258
K2 6.5667 7.1143
«1 41.7912 42.8466
Pi 120.3055 124.9941
«2 97.0375 97.1754
P2 322.4529 323.0871
CPU 62.6 38.82
The true values are : p = 0.25 , Kj = 3.5 , K2 = 6.5 , =50 ,
Pj = 120 , a2 =100 , p2 =320.
Table 45
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n=50 n=100
MLE MDE
P 0.5820 0.6237
Kl 6.9635 5.5946
K2 2.7668 3.7464
«1 30.6123 32.1526
Pi 90.8009 91.5254
« 2 133.5276 134.5845
Pz 210.6618 217.1955CPU 19.35 21.19
MLE MDEP 0.6049 0.6216
Kl 8.2768 7.3545
K2 2.1676 2.4037
«1 29.5461 30.7100
Pi 90.2670 90.8821
« 2 129.6611 129.4461
P2 221.5569 225.7264
CPU 30.42 20.29
n=200
MLE MDEP 0.6854 0.6814
Kl 7.38 7.5849
Kz 2.1406 2.0669
«1 31.6044 32.1767
Pi 82.8060 83.6678
« 2 125.2240 124.9007
Pz 221.1729 223.6276
CPU 58.40 22.02
The true values are : p = 0.6 , Kj = 8.0 , K2 = 1.5 , = 35 ,
Pi = 75 , tt2 =130 , p2 =220.
Table 46
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n=50 n=100
MLE MDEP 0.5001 0.4977
Kl 7.9372 8.1940
K2 7.6656 7.5734
«1 97.8444 97.4582
Pi 125.4314 127.0705
«2 52.9765 53.9688
P2 297.4772 299.7178
CPU 13.54 7.89
MLE MDEP 0.4700 0.4788
Kl 9.1079 8.2346
K2 7.0702 7.7952
«1 95.7043 94.2630
Pi 123.7563 124.4098
«2 52.2755 53.9013
P2 305.2041 306.1784
CPU 31.84 8.98
n=200
MLE MDEP 0.4599 0.4609
Kl 8.7033 9.0095
K2 6.4586 6.7325
«1 96.4135 95.5712
Pi 121.1283 121.5875
_ « 2 52.4011 53.4828
P2 303.8009 304.3355
CPU 60.07 8.64
The true values are : p = 0.45 , Kj = 9.5 , = 6.0 , =100 ,
pj = 120 , tt2 = 55 , p2 =300.
fs
Table 47
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n=50 n=100
MLE MDEP 0.8888 0.7592
Kl 4.4549 4.4114
K2 7.1105 2.4378
«1 63.2419 65.0601
Pi 143.1411 141.0716
^2 157.9820 146.7968
P2 283.9870 147.8360
CPU 28.51 29.01
MLE MDEP 0.9231 0.7600
Kl 4.5462 4.5430
K2 5.6972 1.7675
«1 62.3903 64.8949
Pi 146.7654 143.0693
« 2 159.7142 118.7247
P2 301.6073 186.9896
CPU 60.72 34.68
n=200
MLE MDEP 0.9136 0.7123
Kl 4.2162 5.7559
K2 3.6899 1.3457
«1 63.0135 66.3110
Pi 143.7674 145.0869
«2 161.5152 116.5242
P2 256.3448 150.2818
CPU 96.59 32.41
The true values are : p = 0.9 , = 4.0 , K2 = 2.5 , =70 ,
Pi = 140, tt2 =145 , P2 =260.
EXAMPLE 7
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Table 48 : n=50 , S=50 Table 49 : n=50 , S=200
MLE MDE
p BIAS 0.0031 - 0.0029
p MSE 0.0037 0.0037
Kl BIAS 0.8452 1.7693
Kl MSE 5.0402 14.8483
K2 BIAS 0.8203 0.6872
K2 MSE 2.9904 5.4115
« 1 BIAS - 1.5363 - 0.2560
« 1 MSE 104.7872 100.4855
P i BIAS . 1.3006 - 0.5302
P i MSE 281.4077 479.2135
« 2 BIAS 1.1401 0.5858
tt2 MSE 15.5957 18.9156
P2 BIAS - 0.5042 - 0.2909
P2 MSE 16.4567 16.9804
C l 48 47
C 2 2 3
C 3 0 0
MLE MDE
P BIAS 0.0033 0.0050
P MSE 0.0045 . 0.0049
Kl BIAS 0.7361 1.4658
Kl MSE 4.1661 12.6168
K2 BIAS 0.7412 0.9488
K2 MSE 2.8121 7.0912
« 1 BIAS - 1.5576 - 0.2816
« 1 MSE 145.2807 144.7900
P i BIAS - 1.5794 - 3.2422
P i MSE 271.3439 372.9735
«2 BIAS 0.1889 0.0404
«2 MSE 16.8903 18.5840
P2 BIAS - 0.0564 -0.3112
P2 MSE 17.1623 18.2515
C l 194 178
C 2 6 15
C3 0 7
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Table 50 ; n=100 , S=50
MLE MDE
p BIAS 0.0001 0.0001
p MSE 0.0015 0.0018
Kl BIAS 0.3394 0.7612
Kl MSE 0.9430 5.3750
K2 BIAS 0.2938 0.3779
K2 MSE 0.7974 3.3207
a i BIAS 0.9166 0.0833
« 1 MSE 58.2098 70.2144
P i BIAS - 1.1731 - 2.0233
P i MSE 100.6729 143.7941
« 2 BIAS -0.1189 -0.1838
« 2 MSE 9.2740 10.2551
P2 BIAS - 0.5635 - 0.4627
P2 MSE 11.0251 11.3805
C l 50 49
C 2 0 1
C 3 0 0
Table 51 ; n=100 , S=200
MLE MDE
P BIAS 0.0016 0.0001
P MSE 0.0021 0.0026
Kl BIAS 0.3561 0.8975
Kl MSE 1.3983 6.5055
K2 BIAS 0.2712 0.3802
K2 MSE 0.9627 3.7158
«1 BIAS - 0.2483 - 0.4786
«1 MSE 59.5655 74.0742
P i BIAS - 0.8718 - 1.7569
P i MSE 108.8782 143.9206
«2 BIAS - 0.2239 - 0.2550
«2 MSE 9.0647 9.9164
P2 BIAS - 0.1727 - 0.3123
P2 MSE 8.6254 8.8964
C l 200 191
C 2 0 9
C3 0 0
EXAMPLE 7
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Table 52 : n=200 , S=50 Table 53 : n=200 , S=200
MLE MDE
p BIAS -0.0043 - 0.0053
p MSE 0.0007 0.0007
Kl BIAS 0.3030 0.4109
Kl MSE 0.5756 1.3375
K2 BIAS 0.0867 0.1058
K2 MSE 0.3413 0.8153
BIAS 0.4388 0.0485
« 1 MSE 29.5535 44.1372
P i BIAS -0.8664 - 1.0210
P i MSE 57.8200 51.2401
« 2 BIAS - 0.0880 -0.1149
« 2 MSE 5.7449 5.5019
P2 BIAS - 0.2413 - 0.0344
P2 MSE 4.2592 4.1330
Cl 50 49
C 2 0 1
C 3 0 0
MLE MDE
P BIAS - 0.0013 - 0.0019
P MSE 0.0010 0.0013
Kl BIAS 0.1612 0.3977
Kl MSE 0.5476 1.5549
K2 BIAS 0.1816 0.2477
K2 MSE 0.4492 1.1612
a i BIAS 0.1944 0.0161
«1 MSE 32.2359 40.6679
P i BIAS - 0.9582 - 1.0739
P i MSE 57.2525 70.0913
«2 BIAS - 0.0473 - 0.0327
«2 MSE 4.8071 5.2911
P2 BIAS 0.0619 0.1619
P2 MSE 3.7495 4.0619
C l 200 196
C 2 0 4
C3 0 0
EXAMPLE 8
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Table 54 : n=50 , S=50 Table 55 : n=50 , S=200
MLE MDE
p BIAS - 0.0056 0.0081
p MSE 0.0075 0.0082
BIAS 0.9900 0.7592
MSE 7.2280 17.5937
^2 BIAS 0.4515 0.7114
MSE 0.8146 1.3594
a i BIAS 0.0879 0.2638
a i MSE 13.4074 15.3336
Pi BIAS 0.7845 0.6057
Pi MSE 53.7238 46.9739
« 2 BIAS -0.0660 - 0.1926
« 2 MSE 327.5737 273.1885
P2 BIAS - 2.5452 - 1.0153
P2 MSE 548.9316 515.9531
C l 49 46
C 2 1 0
C 3 0 4
MLE MDE
P BIAS -0.0001 0.0047
P MSE 0.0066 0.0072
1^ BIAS 0.8151 0.9821
1^ MSE 7.3176 16.3677
^2 BIAS 0.3898 0.5630
^2 MSE 0.8484 1.2551
«1 BIAS - 0.5580 - 0.2278
a i MSE 17.9125 20.8119
Pi BIAS 0.4367 0.4142
Pi MSE 51.0360 56.0784
«2 BIAS - 0.5635 - 4.4847
«2 MSE 303.9941 448.6959
P2 BIAS - 2.0257 - 5.4980
P2 MSE 602.3511 935.5557
C l 194 187
C 2 6 3
C 3 0 10
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Table 56 : n=100 , S=50
MLE MDE
p BIAS - 0.0057 -0.0093
p MSE 0.0034 0.0050
BIAS 0.5078 1.5102
MSE 2.2598 21.3071
^2 BIAS 0.2300 0.2576
K2 MSE 0.3001 0.4415
a i BIAS 0.0403 -0.1905
«1 MSE 12.3857 14.0440
Pi BIAS 0.3720 0.1643
Pi MSE 33.9604 29.9087
«2 BIAS - 0.2425 - 0.8220
«2 MSE 152.3356 164.8847
P2 BIAS -2.2313 -4.0318
P2 MSE 241.8934 380.0549
Cl 49 50
C2 1 0
C3 0 0
Table 57 : n=100 , S=200
MLE MDE
P BIAS - 0.0025 -0.0002
P MSE 0.0033 0.0043
1^ BIAS 0.4246 0.7282
1^ MSE 2.2670 9.6714
^2 BIAS 0.1544 0.2280
^2 MSE 0.2847 0.4740
a i BIAS - 0.2584 - 0.1469
a i MSE 9.8927 11.1264
Pi BIAS - 0.0869 - 0.0262
Pi MSE 28.6340 32.5443
«2 BIAS - 1.7969 - 2.5221
« 2 MSE 167.3964 183.7247
P2 BIAS - 1.2630 - 1.0137
P2 MSE 239.1525 272.9060
C l 196 197
C 2 4 1
C 3 0 2
EXAMPLE 8
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Table 58 : n=200 , S=50 Table 59 : n=200 , S=200
MLE MDE
p B IA S 0.0024 0.0026
p M SE 0.0016 0.0024
B IA S 0.1358 0.4312
MSE 0.9397 5.3402
^2 B IA S 0.1406 0.1723
^2 MSE 0.1395 0.2244
a i B IA S - 0.0652 - 0.1637
«1 M SE 5.8970 7.4180
P i B IA S 0.0790 - 0.2264
P i M SE 13.4430 11.2914
« 2 B IA S - 0.0773 - 0.4483
« 2 M SE 79.4266 93.1940
P2 B IA S - 2.4335 - 2.8319
P2 M SE 132.3426 160.9327
Cl 50 50
C2 0 0
C3 0 0
MLE MDE
P BIAS 0.0003 - 0.0032
P MSE 0.0016 0.0024
^1 BIAS 0.2218 0.6542
Kl MSE 1.0553 5.9031
^2 BIAS 0.0886 0.1020
^2 MSE 0.1140 0.1991
«1 BIAS 0.0018 0.0043
«1 MSE 4,8067 5.4611
Pi BIAS - 0.1441 - 0.2189
Pi MSE 13.0340 13.6700
«2 BIAS - 0.4827 - 1.0851
«2 MSE 74.9063 91.1043
P2 BIAS - 0.0131 -0.4460
P2 MSE 132.5285 153.9167
Cl 196 198
C2 4 2
C3 0 0
..A
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Table 60 : n=50 , S=50 Table 61 : n=50 , S=200
MLE MDE MLE MDE
BIAS BIAS0.0007 0.0023 0.0004 0.0036
MSE MSE0.0039 0.0043 0.0046 0.0048
BIAS BIAS1.0865 0.6451 0.8819 0.9697
MSE MSE7.3750 8.2768 7.2275 13.1476
BIAS BIAS0.6039 0.9596 0.5471 0.9020
MSE MSE2.6141 6.3622 2.2757 4.9175
BIAS BIAS-0.7118 - 0.7078 -0.8311 - 0.9261
MSE MSE14.9707 21.4960 18.4390 22.4183
BIAS BIAS0.3358 0.2468 0.2936 0.2178
MSE MSE16.7620 18.6348 16.5051 17.6111
BIAS BIAS1.5350 1.4007 0.5488 0.6421
MSE MSE25.4603 32.6376 25.7701 27.1968
BIAS BIAS- 0.9781 - 1.0590 - 0.3402 - 0.4005
MSE MSE34.7600 31.1453 34.3635 34.5688
200 197
EXAMPLE 9
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Table 62 : n=100 . S=50 Table 63 : n=100 , S=200
MLE MDE
p BIAS - 0.0024 0.0001
p MSE 0.0022 0.0022
^1 BIAS 0.8531 0.3685
MSE 3.6068 4.3174
K2 BIAS 0.1809 0.3258
^2 MSE 0.7348 1.7564
«1 BIAS - 0.3363 - 0.5340
MSE 10.8274 13.6206
h BIAS - 0.1632 - 0.1394
P i MSE 9.1768 9.8618
« 2 BIAS 0.3676 0.4245
«2 MSE 12.0229 12.7714
P2 BIAS - 0.8096 - 0.7835
P2 MSE 19.6124 19.3752
C l 50 50
C 2 0 0
C 3 0 0
MLE MDE
P BIAS 0.0014 0.0023
P MSE 0.0025 0.0026
Kl BIAS 0.5360 0.6341
^1 MSE 2.9448 6.4692
^2 BIAS 0.2498 0.3917
^2 MSE 0.9571 1.9271
«1 BIAS - 0.3924 - 0.4954
«1 MSE 10.3195 11.5501
P i BIAS -0.0311 - 0.0558
P i MSE 9.0520 9.6182
«2 BIAS -0.0686 - 0.0104
«2 MSE 12.6075 13.1366
P2 BIAS -0.3313 -0.3611
P2 MSE 17.7196 17.4556
C l 200 200
C 2 0 0
C3 0 0
■ . ' " f t  , r . '  v i \  _r l* “;  i '*
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Table 64 : n=200 , S=50 Table 65 ; n=200 , 8=200
MLE MDE
p BIAS . 0.0072 - 0.0059
p MSE 0.0014 0.0013
BIAS 0.5986 0.3980
MSE 1.3364 2.2025
^2 BIAS -0.0097 0.0922
^2 MSE 0.2895 0.7637
a i BIAS - 0.3559 - 0.3916
«1 MSE 5.5321 7.9131
P i BIAS - 0.1843 - 0.1015
P i MSE 4.7782 4.4116
« 2 BIAS 0.3361 0.3157
« 2 MSE 7.0299 7.3817
P2 BIAS - 0.5246 - 0.4142
P2 MSE 7.3334 7.1664
Cl 50 50
C 2 0 0
C 3 0 0
MLE MDE
P BIAS - 0.0012 -0.0004
P MSE 0.0015 0.0014
1^ BIAS 0.3600 0.3886
1^ MSE 1.1976 2.2348
^2 BIAS 0.1135 0.2126
^2 MSE 0.4253 0.8461
«1 BIAS -0.1122 - 0.1999
«1 MSB 4.8362 5.6438
P i BIAS - 0.1230 -0.1181
P i MSE 4.5788 • 4.6790
«2 BIAS 0.1108 0.1841
« 2 MSE 6.9841 7.5712
P2 BIAS -0.0449 0.0628
P2 MSE 8.2542 8.5614
C l 200 200
C 2 0 0
C3 0 0
EXAMPLE 10
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Table 66 : n=50 , S=50 Table 67 : n=50 , S=200
MLE MDE
p BIAS -0.0600 - 0.1554
p MSE 0.0251 0.0519
BIAS 1.2957 2.0480
Kl MSE 17.9386 22.9024
^2 BIAS 6.8496 2.3838
^2 MSE 142.4425 18.6492
«1 BIAS 0.3181 0.9004
a i MSE 37.9711 57.0442
P i BIAS - 0.4909 - 2.1207
P i MSE 58.3005 93.4262
« 2 BIAS - 10.9724 - 24.2915
« 2 MSE 1447.6201 1753.0167
P2 BIAS - 8.4345 - 22,4406
P2 MSE 2089.1845 3041.4176
C l 42 31
C 2 4 8
C 3 4 11
MLE MDE
P BIAS - 0.0430 - 0.1305
P MSE 0.0152 0.0374
^1 BIAS 0.8239 1.5352
Kl MSE 6.9519 10.3833
^2 BIAS 6.4751 1.6740
^2 MSE 164.3696 12.1276
«1 BIAS 0.0087 - 1.0923
«1 MSE 34.9856 64.5196
P i BIAS - 0.4390 - 2.3454
P i MSE 38.8718 85.3624
«2 BIAS - 11.8552 - 21.2703
« 2 MSE 1194.9142 1936.9955
P2 BIAS - 2.9540 - 27.0956
P2 MSE 2029.8988 3143.8862
C l 151 125
C 2 22 27
C 3 27 48
EXAMPLE 10
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Table 68 : n=100 , S=50 Table 69 : n=100 , S=200
MLE MDE
p BIAS - 0.0280 -0.1064
p MSE 0.0091 0.0406
^1 BIAS 0.3744 1.6870
1^ MSE 1.0318 19.6143
K2 BIAS 4.5339 1.5533
K2 MSE 163.6741 19.1655
a i BIAS 0.0842 - 1.1436
« 1 MSE 19.0670 24.2194
Pi BIAS - 0.5327 - 0.5539
Pi MSE 21.9607 33.7945
« 2 BIAS - 8.2823 -14.0602
«2 MSE 1125.9691 1285.9519
P2 BIAS - 5.3422 - 20.8947
P2 MSE 2145.9724 2858.3081
C l 48 37
C 2 2 5
C 3 0 8
MLE MDE
P BIAS - 0.0312 - 0.0735
P MSE 0.0102 0.0225
Kl BIAS 0.3806 0,9864
^1 MSE 1.1803 6.9230
^2 BIAS 3.3730 1.8011
MSE 76.1869 17.0945
a i BIAS -0.3194 - 0.9201
a i MSE 19.2053 24.3055
Pi BIAS - 0.2419 - 0.8130
Pi MSE 19.2110 22.6270
«2 BIAS - 7.5189 - 10.8910
«2 MSE 1032.6417 1214,6674
P2 BIAS - 4.8246 - 19.3411
P2 MSE 2034.6382 2627.6920
C l 186 150
C 2 6 22
C 3 8 28
'1
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Table 70 : n=200 , S=50
EXAMPLE 10
Table 71 : n=200 , S=200
MLE MDE
P BIAS - 0.0147 - 0.0339
p MSE 0.0043 0.0093
Kl BIAS 0.1763 0.4396
Kl MSE 0.3882 1.9930
K2 BIAS 1.3160 1.4594
K2 MSE 12.1050 8.7101
a i BIAS - 0.1767 - 0.2959
a i MSE 11.9299 13.7637
P i BIAS - 0.1790 - 0.3801
P i MSE 8.5754 9.2740
«2 BIAS - 6.4274 - 8.6688
«2 MSE 312.3544 520.4719
P2 BIAS - 9.7974 - 26.0175
P2 MSE 1659.7122 2666.5172
C l 50 39
C 2 0 6
C3 0 5
MLE MDE
P BIAS -0.0095 - 0.0352
P MSE 0.0033 0.0081
Kl BIAS 0.1491 0.4204
Kl MSE 0.3678 1.2213
K2 BIAS 1.2915 1.4843
K2 MSE 9.2421 12.4903
«1 BIAS 0.1464 - 0.3905
«1 MSE 8.8929 10.0040
P l BIAS - 0.0580 - 0.5903
P l MSE 8.3603 9.3494
« 2 BIAS - 6.6917 - 8.9135
« 2 MSE 298.7982 439.0650
P2 BIAS - 2.5332 - 22.0310
P2 MSE 1256.4316 2206.2353
C l 200 157
C2 0 30
C3 0 13
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7 .2  T he R eal data
Schmi(it(1976) obtained a data set which described a magnetic 
pole position. He showed that this data set did not fit a single Fisher 
model and appeared to fall into two main groups. Consequently 
Wood(1982) fitted the bimodal model (5.18) to this data set and 
obtained the following estimates :
K = 19.3 , (a i,P i)  = (39,135.7) and (a2,P2> = (39.5,170).
Wood noted that these estimates were in reasonable agreement 
with values obtained by Schmidt and McDougall(1977) namely
(a i,P i)  = (42.3,123.5) and (a2,p%) = (39.3,174.5) .
We fitted model (5.14) i.e. the mixture of two Fisher 
distributions, to this data set using both the maximum likelihood 
and minimum distance methods of estimation. This will enable us to 
check whether Wood's assumption of equal proportions and equal 
concentrations is reasonable.
The MLE estimates are :
p = 0.3320 , Kj =21.4944 ,K2 = 36.7102 ,(a i,P i)  = (41.9107,121.5850) 
and (tt2,p2) = (39.3941,172.4335).
The MDE estimates are :
p = 0.2984 , Ki =31.6269 ,K2 = 38.7327 ,(a i,P i)  = (42.0409,116.0429) 
and (a2»p2) = (40.0135,171.9590). Both these sets of results are in 
reasonable agreement apart from the difference in .
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In fact our estimates of and (a2,p% ) ^^e in closer
agreement with Schmidt and McDougall’s values than are Wood's.
Also, our results cast some doubt on Wood’s assumption of p = 0.5 
and Kj = K2 .
Out of interest we used our methods to fit the model with 
p = 0.5 and k j  = K2 .
The MLE estimates are : = K2 = 29.7752
(a i ,p i)  = (41.1340,124.9365) and (a2,p2> = (39.6829,174.4250) .
The MDE estimates are : k j  = K2 = 35.0064 ,
(a i ,p i)  = (39.3025,130.7430) and («2,P2) = (41.5953,180.2494) .
The above results for ( a i ,p j )  and (a2»p2) using MLE are in
excellent agreement with those obtained by Schmidt and McDougall. 
The results using MDE are not as close but still compare favourably 
with Wood's estimates. However, the estimates of k  given by both 
MLE and MDE differ somewhat and there is a big discrepancy 
between these and the estimate of k  obtained by Wood.
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